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Abstract

The work described in this thesis was focused on cosmic rays neutrons for under-

ground and above ground physics.

For underground physics I report the results of a Monte Carlo code used for sim-

ulating the propagation of muon induced and radioactivity neutrons inside the LVD

(Large Volume Detector) experiment. In particular the attention was focused on their

fluxes in the LVD detector central region, called LVD Core Facility, which was proposed

for housing a new generation Dark Matter experiment. Inside the LVD Core Facility

the attenuation factor radioactivity neutron flux was found 35.9 ±0.4, corresponding

to Φn(Ekin >1 MeV) = 1.6±0.4·10−8 neutrons cm−2 s−1. No significant reduction was

found for muon induced neutrons: nevertheless, by using LVD external part as active

veto, the muon induced neutron flux decreased by a factor ∼50 which corresponds to

Φn(Ekin >10 MeV) ∼ 1.0·10−10 neutrons cm−2 s−1.

For the above ground physics I report the atmospheric neutron flux measurement

performed in the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso Assembly Hall (external site).

The detector consisted on a Gd-doped LVD test counter and an active muon veto.

I obtained:

Φneutron(E > 10MeV ) = 63 ± 6 neutron s−1m−2

Φneutron(E > 20MeV ) = 47 ± 5 neutron s−1m−2

I report also the measurement of atmospheric muon mean lifetime in CnH2n liquid

scintillator performed with the same device. The muon mean lifetime was found equal

to τ = 2.125 ± 0.015 µs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Underground Neutrons

In underground laboratories a large component of the natural background is due to

neutrons (called “Underground Neutrons”) whose energy spectrum is very widespread,

ranging from thermal energy up to several GeV. They are divided into two different

classes:

• radioactivity neutrons

• muon-induced neutrons

Radioactivity neutrons They are the result of nuclear decay process of radioactive

nuclei (mainly 238U) and from (α,n) reactions in the material surrounding the detector,

or in the detector itself. In the energy spectrum of underground neutron they are the

predominant component up to their running out which happens for Eneutron ! 10 MeV.

Their flux depends by the composition of rock in which the laboratory has been real-

ized and by the quality of concrete (if present) used during its construction. For large

underground laboratories, it could happen that the total rate of radioactivity neutrons

slightly varies from place to place due to a different concentration of α emitter (mainly

222Rn). This effect can be seen in fig. 2.28 which shows the calculated energy spectrum

of radioactivity neutrons inside Hall A and Hall C of LNGS (National Laboratory of
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Gran Sasso) underground site [2]: the difference between the two shown spectra is not

negligible.

Muon induced neutrons Muon induced neutrons total flux is 2-3 orders of mag-

nitude less than radioactivity one (this ratio varies for each underground laboratory),

nevertheless for energy above 10 MeV the total neutron flux in underground sites is

only due to muon induced neutrons.

They are generated by nuclear reactions in which muons may incur during their prop-

agation: typically they are produced in the surrounding rock or in the devices which

are present inside the laboratory.

Muon induced neutrons can be produced by two different processes [1]:

• photo-evaporation:

neutrons are produced by a nucleus after the exchange of a virtual photon with

a muon or with a secondary particle produced in the muon cascade: they are

almost isotropic and their kinetic energy is low (E< 50 MeV);

• spallation:

neutrons are produced by the fragmentation of a nucleus scattered inelastically

by a muon: their direction distribution is peaked along muon direction and their

energy can go up to several GeV.

1.1.1 Energy spectrum

Since the muon flux and the radioactivity intensity in surrounding rocks are dependent

on the location of the laboratory, the underground neutron energy spectrum changes

from site to site. The energy spectrum is the direct consequence of this two different

components: for Eneutron !10 MeV it is dominated by radioactivity neutrons whereas

for Eneutron "10 MeV the muonic component is the only one present.

It is difficult to measure underground neutron energy spectrum because of low energy

(for radioactivity neutrons) and low flux (Φ(E>1 MeV)∼ 10−6 cm−2s−1 [2], Φ(E>10
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MeV)∼ 10−9 cm−2s−1 [1]). Therefore few measurements are present in bibliography

[3]-[4] and for many deep underground laboratories only calculated data are avaible

([1],[2],[5],[6]).

In fig. 2.28 it is shown the calculated energy spectrum for Hall A and Hall C of LNGS

underground laboratory [2].

Figure 1.1: Calculated neutron flux at the Gran Sasso laboratory, •: Hall A ◦: Hall C [2]

In both the spectra shown in fig. 2.28 it is possible to note two contributions: the

first one (E<4 MeV) due to 238U and similar elements fission reactions, the second one

(E>4 MeV) due to (α,n) reactions. Their direction is expected to be almost isotropic

because they are generated almost homogeneously inside the surrounding rock.

Also the muon induced neutron energy spectrum depends on rock chemical compo-

sition, but in very faintly way: it depends mainly on the muon energy spectrum which

is strictly correlated to the rock overburden depth. The muon induced energy spec-
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trum has been simulated, and then fitted, for different underground sites by Mei and

Hime [1] and their results are shown in fig.1.2. In fig. 1.2 it is possible to distinguish

between “evaporation” and “spallation” neutrons component; it is also possible to note

that the shape of the energy spectrum is almost the same for all the underground sites

considered. The muon induced neutron direction is expected to be peaked along the

primary muon direction with a long tail due to “evaporation” neutrons.

Figure 1.2: Muon induced neutron differential spectrum for different underground sites [1]

1.1.2 Underground neutrons as detector background

Neutrons are a background source for any low-background experiment looking for rare

events because they can produce, by direct interaction or by production of secondary

particles, signals not discernible from the researched ones. For example, neutrons can

mimic the neutrino interaction (see chap. 3), the WIMPs one (see chap. 2), and also

the Double Beta Decay signals by Ge(n, n’γ), Pb(n, n’γ) and Cu(n, n’γ)) reactions or

by producing long-lived radioactive isotopes [1]. It is evident that the neutron back-

ground has to be reduced as much as possible.

Even if muon induced neutron total flux is very small if compared to the radioactivity

neutron one, muon induced neutrons represent a more difficult problem to be solved.

In fact, the amount of radioactivity neutrons produced inside the detector itself can be
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reduced by selecting for building the detector materials with low quantity of radioac-

tive isotopes. It is also relatively easy to shield the detector from the environmental

radioactivity neutron flux by surrounding it with thick layers of moderator materials:

in this way the effective radioactivity neutron flux results considerably lowered. Unfor-

tunately, this is extremely difficult to do for muon induced neutrons because their high

energy. Also their tagging in coincidence with the primary muon is difficult (except

for neutrons generated inside the detector which can be easily rejected by an efficient

external veto): a muon passing very far away from the detector may produce neutrons

able to reach the detector because of their long propagation range [1].

1.2 Atmospheric Neutrons

All the neutrons produced by the interactions of galactic and solar cosmic rays in the

atmosphere are called “Atmospheric Neutrons”. They are generated in hadronic and

electromagnetic air showers by spallation and evaporation processes on nitrogen and

oxygen nuclei, which are the predominant elements in the Earth’s atmosphere.

For simple kinematic reasons atmospheric neutrons are produced along the primary

cosmic ray direction, i.e. downward, but there is a fraction of them moving upward

because of albedo effect.

1.2.1 Altitude neutron flux profile

The flux of atmospheric neutrons grows from the top of the atmosphere downward un-

til a maximum value known as the Pfotzer Maximum at ∼100 g cm−2, corresponding

to an altitude of ∼20 km [11]. Fig. 1.3 shows the altitude dependence of the atmo-

spheric neutrons flux in two energy intervals 0.7 MeV<E<4.5 MeV and 1 MeV<E<10

MeV, as measured by [12]. The altitude dependence of flux is different for downward

and upward moving neutrons. The downward moving neutron flux increases linearly

starting from the top of the atmosphere until the Pfotzer Maximum and, after that,
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Figure 1.3: Observed altitude dependence of neutron flux for rigidity cutoff= 13.9 GV for energy

interval 0.7 MeV<E<4.5 MeV (black triangles) and 1 MeV<E<10 MeV (empty circles) together with

fitting curves [12]

decreases exponentially until the sea level; also the upward moving neutron flux de-

creases exponentially from the Pfotzer Maximum toward the sea level but, above the

Pfotzer Maximum remains relatively constant and extends outward to low Earth orbit

altitude. As a consequence, at the Pfotzer Maximum region the total neutron flux is

roughly isotropic [13].

1.2.2 Energy spectrum

The atmospheric neutron energy spectrum is consequence of the two different genera-

tion processes. This is clearly visible in the fluence rate per lethargy spectra (lethargy

is the natural logarithm of energy: fluence rate per lethargy is equivalent to E· dΦ
dE ,

E is the particle energy, Φ is the fluence rate) shown in fig. 1.4 where two peaks are
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present: the “evaporation” one for energy ∼1 MeV and the “spallation” one for energy

∼100 MeV.

Figure 1.4: Cosmic-ray neutron spectra calculated by [8],[9] and [10], picture taken from [7]

Fig. 1.4 [7] shows the rescaled cosmic-ray neutron spectra calculated by Roesler

et al. [8], Kurochkin et al. [9] and Armstrong et al. [10]. These spectra have been

rescaled because calculated for different values of atmospheric depth and/or geomag-

netic cut-off: Roesler et al. computed for an atmospheric depth to 200 g cm−2 at 4.3

GV rigidity cutoff, Kurochkin and et al. for 200 g cm−2 at 2.9 GV and Armstrong et

al. for 50 g cm−2 at 4.6 GV.

Fig. 1.4 shows also that, even if the total fluence rate of atmospheric neutrons

changes as a function of geomagnetic cut-off and atmospheric depth, the shape of the

spectrum remains almost the same. This statement is confirmed by fig. 1.5 which

shows the observed fluence spectra (after re-normalization) at different altitudes [7].

In fig. 1.5 the spectra (rescaled for an easier comparison) show that, by varying only

the atmospheric depth, the shape of the observed energy spectrum does not change.
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Figure 1.5: Renormalized observed neutron spectra at various altitudes on board of an airplane [7]

This is true until the measurements are performed in atmosphere and not at the ground

level. The spectrum collected in fig. 1.5 observed at the ground level compared to the

other ones shows two substantial differences:

1) there is a third peak for thermal energy due to neutrons produced by the soil;

2) the “spallation” peak is higher because soil and air reflect neutrons in different

way.

For measurements made at the ground level it is necessary to take into account the

“soil effect” and its distortion to the expected energy spectrum.

1.2.3 Solar Neutrons

Solar neutrons are one particular class of atmospheric neutrons. They are emitted al-

most continuously by the Sun into the interplanetary space but only during large solar

flares their kinetic energy is large enough for allowing them to travel up to the Earth

before decaying.

Solar flares are explosions which occur in the Sun atmosphere, usually near sunspots.

During a solar flare charged particles, mainly electrons and protons plus a little fraction

of heavy ions, are accelerated and, if their energy is sufficient, they can produce Coro-
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nal Mass Ejections (CME) which are responsible of Northern and Southern Lights and

sometimes of troubles for radio transmission, for satellites, and electrical transmissions

lines.

During their emission, ions can interact with the solar atmosphere producing high

energy neutrons. These neutrons arriving to the Earth carry informations on the ac-

celeration because they are not affected by any magnetic fields along their path: by

observing solar neutrons it is possible to determine the primary ions energy spectrum

and time of their acceleration [18].

Solar flare frequency, which is larger during solar maximum activity, is roughly pro-

portional to the inverse of the total emitted energy: flares producing neutrons able to

reach the Earth are quite rare, ∼1 event year−1 (see fig. 1.9).

The detection of solar neutrons is difficult because almost half of them will decay during

the transit time between the Sun and the Earth (the surviving probability is function

of neutron kinetic energy) and, furthermore, the survived neutrons are strongly at-

tenuated in the Earth’s atmosphere [19] (λ= 110 g cm−2, by measurement of neutron

cross-section scattering in carbon [20]). Therefore in order to reduce as much as pos-

sible the thickness of crossed atmosphere, solar flares neutrons have to be observed by

detectors installed at high altitude or, better, on board spacecrafts.

There are two classes of detector for solar neutron observation at ground level:

Neutron Monitors (NMs): they are constituted by a lead target, for multiplying

the number of neutrons, sheets of paraffin or polyethylene, for thermalizing neutrons,

and proportional counters filled with 10B or 3He gas for detecting the thermalized

neutrons. Their main goal is to study variation of cosmic rays flux [19] which can

be due to the periodic solar modulation or to the “Forbush Decrease” (FD). FD is

the dramatic attenuation of the flux of the Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR), measured

by particle detectors on the Earth and in the interplanetary space, during and after

passage of an Interplanetary CME which works as a magnetic shield for lowest energy

GCR. FD takes place in the course of a few hours and over the following several days

the GCR intensity returns to pre-FD value [21]. In fig. 1.6 are shown the hourly data
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for Thule (Greenland, TH) and McMurdo (Antarctica, MM) NMs for the period 23-25

March 1991 during which a large FD took place [22];

Figure 1.6: NM data (hourly pressure corrected and normalized to annual means) for Thule (TH)

and McMurdo (MM) for the period 23-25 March 1991 [22]

For this purpose good energy resolution is not requested and so they are not able

to give any information about neutrons direction and energy[18]: during a solar flare

the neutrons energy can be only extrapolated by their arrival time distribution.

Solar Neutron Telescopes (SNTs): they are made by one (or more than one)

scintillator detector surrounded by an iron/lead shield and a veto composed by pro-

portional counters. In the scintillator detector neutrons are converted into protons: the

energy of neutrons is measured by the energy of recoiling protons while their direction

by the proportional counter placed under it [19] (see fig. 1.7 as example). Since SNTs

are able to give information about neutron arrival time, energy and direction, they are

the best detectors for solar neutrons observation.

During solar flares, neutrons are supposed to be emitted impulsively (∼ 1 min)

according to a power law

Φ(E) ∝ E−γ

where γ= 3-4 (see fig. 1.9) but their arrival time at Earth is spread over a time span of

20 min due to the different times of flight. Other neutron emission models cannot be

10



Figure 1.7: The Solar Neutron Telescope at the summit of the Sierra Negra volcano, Mexico, at

97.3W, 19.0N; 4580 m a.s.l. [19]

completely excluded because most of recorded events have been observed only by NM

and, in the few cases SNT data are present, they are not exhaustive. Models predicting

a high energy (E!1 GeV) constant emission are still valid, whereas for very large solar

flares a long-standing power law emission is still possible [18].

In fig. 1.8 it is shown the energy distribution of neutrons emitted during the solar flare

occurred on November 2, 2003 obtained by assuming the impulsive neutron emission

model [23].

In fig.1.9 the distribution of the power index γ of solar flare neutrons emission (En

= 70-700 MeV) for events recorded up to September 2005 is shown (the spectral index

has been computed by assuming the impulsive neutron emission model).

Further detections of solar flare neutrons are requested. Also X and γ-rays obser-

vations could be of some help to solve the question about neutrons emission time and

energy spectrum. In fact, X and γ-rays, which are emitted during the flare acceleration

phase on the solar atmosphere by particle interactions and by bremsstrahlung emission

of accelerated electrons, arrive to the Earth without suffering any delay. The princi-
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Figure 1.8: Energy spectrum of solar neutrons on the solar surface for the flare which occurred on

November 4, 2003, together power law fit (γ= 4.2)[23]

pal observed γ-rays lines are the neutral pion decay one (Eγ ∼70 MeV), the nuclear

de-excitation ones from Carbon (Eγ ∼4.4 MeV) and from Oxygen (Eγ ∼6.1 MeV) and

the one of neutron capture on Hydrogen (Eγ ∼2.2 MeV)[18].

1.2.4 Atmospheric neutrons and electronic devices

For electronic devices neutrons in the 10-200 MeV energy range are among the most

problematic of cosmic-ray secondary particles.
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Figure 1.9: The estimated spectral indexes of solar neutron events detected by neutron monitors

with energy range around En = 70-700 MeV [18]

In fact, they can incur in the 28Si(n,n’α)24Mg reaction which produce an energetic,

heavily ionizing α particle which may change the state of a solid state junction. This

will produce a Single Event Upset (SEU), i.e. a nondestructive circuit failure. With

the downsizing and the correlated increasing density of modern circuitry, the potential

damaging effects due to cosmic radiation increases. A possible solution may consist on

an enlarged fraction of error-correction channels inside new circuitry but this would

involve a decreased miniaturization potential of electronic chips [14]. Cosmic radiation

induced SUE have already been observed in systems with large allocations of random

access memory (RAM) [7] and it could become serious in particular for devices installed

on airplanes or space ships.

1.2.5 Atmospheric neutrons and human health

The cosmic radiation is not only dangerous for electronic devices but also for the hu-

man health. It is well known that the most efficient way for absorbing neutron energy

is the elastic scattering with a free protons. The human body is made up by more than
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70% of water plus a smaller quantity of fats and carbohydrates: this makes the human

body a very good neutron absorber.

As a consequence, atmospheric neutrons can produce damaging effect in particular on

commercial flight crews (the standard commercial aviation altitude is ∼10 km, close

to the Pfotzer Maximum) and on astronauts during their long-term missions on board

ISS (International Space Station).

In the past fifteen years several studies have been performed for understanding this

matter [7],[8],[9],[15]. It has been estimated that, at aviation altitudes, the neutron

component of the secondary cosmic radiation contributes about half of the dose equiv-

alent but, unfortunately, it was not possible to calculate or measure accurately the

cosmic-ray neutron spectrum in the atmosphere and, consequently, to determine the

dosimetry [7],[8],[9].

1.2.6 Atmospheric neutrons as detector background

At ground level atmospheric neutrons are one of the most important background com-

ponents for surface detectors like antineutrino detectors (see chap. 3) for nuclear power

plant activity supervision and SNM (Special Nuclear Material) detectors for cargo con-

tainer inspection [13].

The antineutrino detection may be used for monitoring the activity of nuclear power

plants and in particular for detecting illicit or suspicious uses of these facilities. The

International Atomic Energy Agency is spending several efforts to develop new tech-

nologies to monitor nuclear activity on power plants, aiming at the verification of

non-proliferation safeguards. The advantages of using νe for reactor safeguards and

monitoring include the availability of real time information on the status of the core,

less intrusiveness, and simplified operations from the standpoint of both the reactor

operator and the safeguards agency [16].

Such νe detector should be placed very close to the reactor core in order to have suitable

statistics; it should be also small (∼1 m3) and not overburdened, because price and
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logistical reasons, and thereby it would be very poorly sheltered from cosmic radiation.

Neutrons can easily mimic the Inverse Beta Decay (IBD) reaction, which is the main

one for νe detectors, and the only chance for disentangling neutron signals from IBD

ones consists on “pulse-shape” technique (see chap. 3). The efficiency of this technique

varies from detector to detector but, in any case, for neutrino detectors the atmospheric

neutron flux has to be reduced as much as possible.

Neutrons are used for SNM detection because, unlike other forms of radiation pro-

duced by SNM, they are produced by a copious and penetrating emission in the MeV

energy range: such a detection would provide an unambiguous proof of the presence

of illegal fissionable material [13]. Consequently, the development of SNM detection

techniques based on neutron imaging nowadays is one of the highest priority R&D

areas in the application of nuclear science to world security [13]. To effectively design

instrumentation to scan for illicit amounts of SNM, the flux of background neutrons at

the search site must be known accurately, including the shape and any major features

in the energy spectrum, as well as the zenith and azimuth angle dependences [17].
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Chapter 2

Underground neutrons

In this chapter I report the results of a Monte Carlo Geant4 simulation code for

studying LVD as a detector for muon induced neutrons and as moderator for neutrons

produced by natural radioactivity. The work was aimed to estimate the neutron flux

inside the LVD central part where a new generation Dark Matter experiment could be

housed.

2.1 The Dark Matter problem

Since the first measurement of galaxies motion in Coma cluster by Zwicky in 1933

up to the latter measurement of Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation performed

by WMAP collaboration, several evidences about the existence of a large quantity

of mass besides the ordinary one have been collected. Since the ordinary mass is

estimated very well by optical observations, that amount of mass not emitting light

has been called “Dark Matter”. The first hypotheses were for an astrophysical or

cosmological solution of the problem, i.e. galactic dust, black holes, brown dwarves,

MaCHOs (Massive Compact Halo Objects) and Big Bang relic neutrinos, but all of

these have been rejected by experimental astronomical observations (infrared, X-rays,

gravitational lensing) or by laboratory measurements of neutrino mass (actual upper

limit is m(νe)<2 eV C.L. 95% [24], [25]). Nowadays the research is focused on an exotic

solution like sterile neutrinos, axions, WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles),
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etc. . . which should exist in a spherically-symmetric distribution in the galaxy, making

up a Dark Matter cloud through which the Solar System, and hence the Earth, moves.

Occasionally a Dark Matter particle would experience a collision with an atomic nucleus

of an Earth-based detector while the Earth is passing through the WIMP wind: this

would lead to a detectable signal.

The biggest problem of such approach is that experiments have been designed to detect

particles whose there is no experimental evidence of their existence. As a consequence,

the uncertainties about their interaction modes are very large.

The baryonic mass density in the Universe is estimated equal to ∼5% of the total

energy density, the non-baryonic one is estimated ∼23% whereas the rest is estimated

to be “Dark Energy” [26].

Up today only the DAMA-NaI experiment, and its evolution DAMA-Libra, claimed

for Dark Matter detection [27] but its results are difficultly in agreement with the

null results obtained by other experiments (like Xenon, EDELWEISS and CDMS) as

discussed in the next paragraph.

2.1.1 The DAMA results

The experiment DAMA-Libra (Large sodium Iodide Bulk for RAre processes) is

the evolution of the DAMA-NaI experiments.

The active mass is formed by ∼250 Kg of higly radiopure NaI(Tl) scintillator subdi-

vided in 25 indipendent detectors, placed on a 5 x 5 matrix, each one with 9.70 kg

active mass monitored by two photomultiplier tubes. The threshold of each one of

the two photomultiplier tubes (pmts) on a module is set at single photoelectron level;

their coincidence provides the trigger of the detector, whereas the software energy

threshold has been cautiously taken at 2 keV electron equivalent [27]. The entire ap-

paratus is shielded from the environmental radioactivity by layers of Cu, Pb, Cd-foils,

polyethylene and paraffin. The whole set-up is maintened at a constant temperature

and monitored continously.
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of DAMA-Libra detector [36]

The goal of DAMA-NaI and DAMA-Libra experiments was to detect Dark Matter

by finding annual modulation of interaction rate of Dark Matter particles due to the

Earth’s revolution motion around the Sun. In fact, the sum of this motion and the

Sun’s one around the galactic center is expected to give out an annual modulation

of the speed of Dark Matter particles observable at Earth and, as a consequence, an

annual modulation of their flux. Thus the Dark Matter particles counting rate, in a

particular energy interval, has to be modulated like

S = S0 + Sm cos ω(t − t0)

where S0 is the constant part of the signal, Sm is the modulation amplitude, ω = 2π
T

with period T, and t0 is the phase.

The residual rate of events is defined as

< rik − flatk >k

where rik is the rate in the ith time interval in the kth energy bin and flatk is the

average rate in the kth energy bin computed over the all data acquisition cycles [27].
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In particular, the maximum value of this flux should be reached around roughly

June 2nd and the minimum value around roughly December 2nd (see fig. 2.2) [27].

This technique has the advantage to be independent to the various theoretical models

predicting Dark Matter particle features and Dark Matter distribution inside the Milky

Way Galaxy.

Figure 2.2: Annual Earth motion around the galactic center

The DAMA-NaI detector collected data from January 1996 until July 2002 during

seven annual cycles whereas the DAMA-Libra detector, whose detector apparatus is

described in the next paragraph, collected data from September 2003 until July 2007

during four annual cycles: for the first experiment the total active mass was 87.3 Kg,

corresponding to a total exposure equal to 0.29 ton x year, while for the second one

the active mass was 232.8 Kg, corresponding to a total exposure equal to 0.53 ton x

year.

The time distribution of residual counting rate observed by DAMA experiments in

the energy range 2 KeVee<Evis < 6 KeVee (KeV electron equivalent, i.e. the visible

energy released by a 1 KeV electron) is shown in fig. 2.3 together with a cosinusoidal

fit (period T = 1 year, phase t0 = 152.5 days)

The confidence level of the fitted curves for only DAMA-NaI and DAMA-Libra data

is equal to 8.2 σ, while it is equal to 6.3 σ considering only DAMA-NaI data and 5.6

σ considering only DAMA-Libra data [27].

It is important to note that the modulation of residual rate disappears for energy above

6 KeVee as shown in fig. 2.4-2.5 in agreement with the expectation about Dark Matter
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Figure 2.3: Residual rate of events as a function of time modulation in the 2-6 KeVee intervals as

measured by the DAMA-NaI and the DAMA-Libra experiments. The plotted point are fitted with a

cosinusoidal curve with annual period. The zero of the time scale is January 1st 1996, the first year

of data taking of the DAMA-NaI experiment [27]

particles interaction.

Figure 2.4: Residual rate of single-hit events collected in a single annual cycle for the total exposure

DAMA-NaI and DAMA-LIBRA (0.82 ton x year) [27]

The results are a strong indication toward identification of Dark Matter existence

and they are not directly comparable with other ones which have been obtained by

different techniques [27]. In order to compare this result with other ones, several a priori

assumptions are needed about Dark Matter particles mass, their interaction mode and

cross section, about quenching (i.e. the ratio between the observed energy and the

released one; it is due to saturation effects of scintillator light yield) and channeling

effect in NaI(Tl) scintillator and about Dark Matter space of phases distribution.

The usual assumptions consist on:
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Figure 2.5: Modulation amplitude Sm for the total exposure, DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA (0.82

ton x year), in the energy range 2-6 KeVee (at left) and 6-14 KeVee (at right) [27]

• Dark Matter formed by WIMPs with elastic spin-independent cross section;

• Dark Matter velocity distribution in the galactic rest frame described the Stan-

dard Halo Model (SHM).

SHM assumes that in the galactic frame the WIMPs distribution is an isotropic isother-

mal sphere: this leads to an essentially structureless isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann ve-

locity distribution with dispersion set by the local circular velocity [28].

Under this assumption DAMA results are in large disagreement with the null results

obtained by other experiments, CDMS and Xenon10 in particular (see fig.2.6).

The solution to this problem, without rejecting any result, may consist on modifying

the preliminary assumptions, in particular about WIMPs interaction mode and their

distribution in the galactic frame.

For WIMPs interaction it has been suggested a spin dependence of WIMPs cross section

and different WIMPs cross section values for protons and neutrons. It has also been

hypothesized an inelastic interaction (iDM) instead of elastic one (DM) [30]: in the

iDM scenario, WIMP-nucleon elastic scattering is suppressed, while inelastic scattering

from a ground-state WIMP to a slightly higher mass excited WIMP (δ ∼ 100 KeV)

is allowed and dominates the recoil event rate. The first hypothesis do not solve the
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Figure 2.6: Spin Independent Cross Section vs. WIMP Mass, DAMA 3σ boundary region together

with Xenon10, CDMS, CRESST and Edelweiss upper limits [29]

incompatibility of DAMA results except for WIMPs mass below about 5 GeV (see fig.

2.7), while the iDM scenario can bring the DAMA results closer to agreement with the

other experiments, but the parameter region allowed by DAMA and other experiments

still remains strictly constrained [28] (see fig. 2.8).

In fig. 2.8 are shown the exclusion limit regions given by all the past null experi-

ments together with the DAMA allowed region (C.L. 90% and 99.5%). These regions

have been computed under the hypothesis of iDM, SHM and WIMP mass equal to 80,

100, 200 and 1000 GeV.

For WIMPs distribution new models are coming out from N-body numerical sim-

ulations (e.g. Via Lactea [31], Dark Disc [32]). These simulations, starting from

a homogeneous distribution plus quantum oscillations of Dark Matter density (plus

baryons, if considered), are aimed to study the actual Dark Matter distribution inside
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Figure 2.7: Spin Dependent Cross Section vs. WIMP Mass for neutrons (continuous lines) and

protons (dashed lines), 3σ DAMA boundary region results together with Xenon10, CDMS, CRESST

and Edelweiss upper limits [29]

a Milky-Way like galaxy by following “step-by-step” its formation. Their results are

quite different because the different initial hypothesis and resolution, nevertheless all of

them exclude a structureless isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution: Via

Lactea predicts a very clumpy Dark Matter distribution whereas Dark Disc predicts

the presence of an additional Dark Matter disc due to tidal effects on massive satel-

lites when they cross the galactic plane [28]. By combining the iDM scenario with a

modified WIMPs distribution model it is possible to increase noticeably the agreement

between DAMA and other experiments results as shown in fig. 2.9.

Fig. 2.9 shows the exclusion limit regions given by all the past null experiments
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Figure 2.8: Exclusion limit regions σn vs. δ for iDM obtained by assuming Mχ equal to 80, 100, 200

and 1000 GeV and SHM. DAMA best fit point is plotted with a dot together C.L. 90% and 99.5%

boundary regions [28]

together with the DAMA allowed region (C.L. 90% and 99.5%) by assuming SHM or

Via Lactea WIMPs distribution.

It is evident that the problem is still far to be solved and that several efforts are
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Figure 2.9: iDM Cross Section vs. WIMP Mass allowed region for fixed δ = 100 KeV assuming the

SHM (left panel) and assuming Via Lactea (right panel). DAMA best fit point is plotted with a dot

together C.L. 90% and 99.5% boundary regions, together with CRESST (red line), ZEPLIN II and

III (violet and blue dotted line), KIMS (black dashed line), CDMS-II (blue dashed line) and Xenon10

(black dotted line) upper limits [28]

necessary for getting more precise N-body simulations about WIMPs distribution and

theoretical models about their interaction. Also, new unambiguous experimental data

are necessary in order to confirm or reject the DAMA results.

2.1.2 The Gran Sasso Laboratories and Experiment for the

search of Dark Matter

The Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) are located in the center of Italy, 20

Km far away from the city of L’Aquila under the namesake mountain which is part

of Gran Sasso massif. The underground laboratories have been realized alongside of

the highway tunnel which connects L’Aquila to Teramo and they are placed at the

equivalent vertical depth of 3.1 km of equivalent water, relative to a flat overburden.

Thanks to the deep underground location, which offers a powerful shielding for cosmic

rays and in particular for muons (the muon flux is ∼ 1 event m−2s−1 [35]) , and to the

large amount of limestone (CaCo3) inside the overburdening rock: this has a very low

natural radioactivity and it makes the LNGS underground site an optimal location for
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very low background experiments, like neutrino and Dark Matter experiments. Nowa-

days several Dark Matter experiments are present inside the the LNGS underground

site and they are here briefly described.

DAMA-Libra

DAMA-Libra experiment is described in previous sec. 2.1.1.

CRESST-II

Cresst-II is the last evolution of the Cresst (Cryogenic Rare Event Search with Super-

conducting Thermometers) experiment.

It is a double-phase cryogenic bolometric modular apparatus for detection of WIMP

elastic scattering on heavy nuclei: each module is formed by a highly reflecting cavity

containing one 300 g crystal of CaWO4 and two cryogenic calorimeters. The CaWO4

crystal, in case of recoiling nucleus, emits both heat in the form of phonons and scintil-

lation light: the first ones are detected by the cryogenic calorimeter kept in touch with

the crystal, while the the scintillation light, collected by a light absorber, is detected

by the other calorimeter. The double signal allows a highly efficient suppression of

background [37].

In order to have a hardware threshold equal to 5 KeV [38], the working temperature of

Cresst II apparatus is kept below 10 mK by a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator. Nowadays

it is formed by 17 modules and in its last configuration it will consist on 33 modules,

reaching up to 10kg of active target mass.

WARP

Warp (Wimp ARgon Program) is a two-phase experiment looking for nuclear recoils.

The active mass of the detector is formed by ∼100 liters of Argon maintained at

cryogenic temperature in order to have the noble gas both in liquid and in the gas

phase: this permits the simultaneous detection of both ionization and scintillation.

In fact, the impinging particle produce a prompt primary scintillation signal in the
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Figure 2.10: Scheme of one Cresst-II module [37]

Figure 2.11: Scheme of Cresst-II cryostat [37]

liquid Argon due to de-excitation of argon excited dimers and this signal is detected

by the photomultiplier tubes matrix positioned in the gaseous phase. By applying an

opportune electric field a bunch of ionization electrons, which have been produced in

the interaction and survived recombination processes, is drifted toward liquid-gas in-

terface and extracted to gas. Once extracted they are accelerated in order to produce,

through collisions with atoms, the emission of photons. This light signal, proportional
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Figure 2.12: Picture of Warp detector [39]

to ionization, is called secondary scintillation or proportional light.

The ratio of primary over secondary signal depends on the kind of particles pro-

Figure 2.13: Scheme of Warp detector working way [40]

ducing excitation and ionization because of the different recombination probability of

ionization electrons. For the same reason also the shape of the primary signal strictly

depends on the impinging particle type and it is a powerful tool for discriminating

the nature of the ionizing particle. The Warp energy ranges from 10 to 100 keV: in
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this range the substantial background induced by gammas and electrons is strongly

suppressed by the proposed techniques that are used as discrimination method. A first

test measurement on a 2.3 litres test detector has been performed [41] and, nowadays,

the 100 litres detector is in the filling phase and it will be ready very soon for data

taking.

XENON100

The XENON100 detector is a two-phase (liquid/gas) time projection chamber (TPC)

which measures simultaneously the ionization and scintillation signal produced by a

Xe nuclear recoil: it is the evolution of XENON10 experiment which was operating

between 2005 and 2007 achieving some of the best upper limits for WIMP-nucleon

couplings (see fig.2.6). The detector is filled with ∼170 Kg of liquid Xe which, thanks

to its high density (ρ ∼3 g cm−3), permits to construct compact detectors, where the

outer part shields the inner part very efficiently (self-shielding): the total target mass

is ∼70 Kg of liquid Xe.

Figure 2.14: Scheme of XENON100 detector working principle [39]
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Like for Warp detector, the distinct ratio of the two signals for nuclear recoil events

(from Dark Matter WIMPs and neutrons) and for electron-like events (from dominant

gamma-rays background) allows for an event-by-event discrimination between signal

and background.

Figure 2.15: XENON100 detector [42]

2.1.3 Neutrons as ultimate background for Dark Matter ex-

periments

In the previous paragraph it is clearly shown that almost all the Dark Matter exper-

iments present in the LNGS underground site are looking for nuclear recoil due to

WIMP elastic scattering (the only exception is the DAMA experiment which is able to

observe light particles besides heavier ones like WIMPs). The worst background com-

ponent for a such reaction is due to neutrons and their elastic scattering on detector

nuclei: this is the same reaction expected for detecting Dark Matter particles. There is

no possibility to disentangle between nuclear recoils due to WIMPs from the ones due

to neutrons. The only possibility for removing neutrons from WIMP candidates is the

“single-hit” technique which consists on selecting events for which only one recoiling
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nucleus is present: in fact the probability of a double scattering for WIMPs is risible

but it is not for neutrons. The efficiency of this rejection technique, which depends on

the detector spatial resolution, is larger as the detector active mass is bigger.

Figure 2.16: WIMP elastic scattering Figure 2.17: Neutron elastic Scattering

Furthermore, it is difficult to shield a detector from neutrons: it is necessary to

surround the detector by a moderator material shell which has to be larger as the

detector active mass is bigger and thicker as the neutron energy is higher. The energy of

underground neutrons, which are divided into radioactivity and muon induced neutrons

(see chap. 1), range from thermal energy (∼26 meV) up to several GeV.

Moderators are all the materials with a large quantity of free protons, like polyethylene,

water, paraffin, etc. . . which are able to slow down or stop neutrons. In fact, for simply

kinematic reason, the mean kinetic energy released by a neutron to a nucleus after an

elastic scattering is as higher as the atomic mass number is lower.

It is evident that the location for a Dark Matter experiment is as better as the neutron

background is lower or, as an alternative, a good neutron veto-shielding system has to

be present.
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2.2 The Large Volume Detector

2.2.1 The detector

The LVD (Large Volume Detector) is a modular experiment located inside the Hall A

of LNGS underground site. Its main goal is the detection of νe bursts from stellar grav-

itational collapses. The total active mass, which is ∼1 KTon, is arranged on an array

of 105 modules, each of them formed by 8 counters, placed on 3 towers, 5 columns and

and 7 levels. Formerly, every module was equipped by two streamer tubes for tracking

muons but they were switched-off in 2001 for safety reasons.

Over the seventh level of the second, third and fourth column there is one additional

switched-off module (the modules are overall 114). Below the first level a 10 cm thick

Boron-paraffin layer is placed for shielding the experiment from Hall A natural radioac-

tivity (neutrons in particular). The aim of a such modular geometry, which involves a

lower energy resolution of detected events and a higher background (and consequently

a lower sensitivity), is to maximize the duty cycle. In fact, νe bursts due gravitational

collapse are very rare (2±1 events century−1) and very brief (∆t ∼10 s) events.

In fig. 2.18-2.19 it is shown the LVD detector (front view) and a single module; while

in fig. 2.20 the LVD scheme (active modules only) is described.

Figure 2.18: The LVD detector, front view
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Figure 2.19: A LVD module

Figure 2.20: Scheme of the LVD detector, switched-on modules only

Each LVD counter is filled with 1.5 m3 organic liquid scintillator (CnH2n with n

= 9.6 + 1 g/l of scintillation activator PPO + 0.03 g/l of wavelength shifter POPOP,

density ρ= 0.78 g cm−3, attenuation length λ ! 16 m [43]). To increase the internal

reflectivity, the counters are internally coated by an aluminated mylar film with reflec-

tion coefficient ∼ 0.92.

Each counter is monitored by three 15 cm photomultiplier tubes (Feu-49B or Feu-125).

In each counter events are defined by the 3-fold coincidence among the three pmts (∆t=

250 ns).

The main reaction inside LVD apparatus in case of a core collapse SN explosion is
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the Inverse Beta Decay (IBD) on an hydrogen nucleus followed by a neutron capture

on a proton which occurs with a mean delay τ= 195±4 µs after the prompt signal

[43]. Since the energy released by neutron captures on free protons is ∼2.23 MeV, a

double threshold system has been developed in order to detect both the positron and

neutron capture signal: the detection of this double pulse gives the signature for IBD

interactions. The two LVD threshold level are:

• High Threshold (HT) (∼4 MeV) is the standard threshold of every LVD counter;

• Low Threshold (LT) (∼1 MeV) is set during a gate ∆t= 1 ms after an HT event

in all the counters of a module in which the HT event occurred.

2.2.2 LVD as neutron detector and neutron moderator

LVD is a neutron detector, not only a SN neutrino observatory: the hardware and DAQ

setup that makes LVD a neutrino detector makes it also a good neutron detector, es-

pecially for muon-induced neutrons. In fact, a neutron incoming on a LVD counter can

incur very easily in energy losses by elastic scattering on protons. When the neutron

energy is thermal or epithermal the probability of its nuclear capture becomes large

enough to make neutron capture happen inside a short time window (as described in

the previous paragraph).

n + p1 ⇒ n + p1

↪→ n + p2 ⇒ n + p2

↪→ n + pn ⇒ n + pn

↪→ n + plast ⇒ D + γ (Eγ = 2.23MeV )

In this case the energy of prompt signal is given by
!i E(pi) and the detection of the

double pulse gives the signature for disentangling neutrons from the other background

components. It is possible that one single counter would not be sufficient for thermal-

izing and stopping a neutron: in this case the neutron energy would be given by the
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sum of the energy seen by all the counters crossed by the neutron. The real situation

is more complicated and it is necessary to take into account:

1. the energy losses due to neutron inelastic scattering;

2. the uncertainty for locating the neutron production point;

3. the uncertainty for disentangling the energy of neutron from the energy of other

component of the muon induced cascade;

4. the quenching effect for non-relativistic particles inside liquid scintillator;

5. the LVD modular geometry that determines energy loss, due to escaping particles

and scattering in iron;

6. the energy threshold and resolution for each counter.

LVD was already used for performing a measurement of muon-induced neutrons

flux and multiplicity as a function of the distance from the parent muon [44]. Even

if the streamer tubes were switched-off in 2001 (that involved a bigger difficulty for

locating the muon track and the neutron generation point), a new measurement of

muon-induced neutrons is underway [45].

The largest component of underground neutrons is due to neutrons coming from

natural radioactivity of the surrounding rock (see chap. 1). Their energy spectrum

runs out for Eneutron > 10 MeV [2]: for a such energy the quenching effect in LVD

liquid scintillator is ∼2 (see chap. 5 tab. 3.4) whereas the LVD HT is 4 MeV. This

means that a measurement of radioactivity neutrons is very hardly achievable by LVD.

Even if unable to measure their flux, LVD liquid scintillator remains a very powerful

neutron moderator: it is extremely interesting to study the attenuation factor for ra-

dioactivity neutrons during their propagation inside LVD.
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2.3 The LVD Core Facility

The LVD Core Facility project consists on making a cavity inside the inner part of

LVD by removing two modules, each of them formed by 8 counters (see fig.2.21): the

obtained volume, called LVD Core Facility (LVDCF), is about 6 x 2.5 x 2 m3, enough

for housing a 1 Ton WIMP detector [47].

Figure 2.21: A schematic view of LVD detector with LVD Core Facility in red [47]

This solution does not have a heavy impact on the LVD main task (i.e. SN neutrino

telescope) and it would offer several advantages about background reduction for WIMP

detection:

1. the observed γ flux is ∼10 times lower than the one observed in Hall A outside

LVD, as shown in fig.2.22;

2. Since LVD is considerably bigger than the obtained cavity, it could work like a

big veto for muon passing far away from the WIMP detector: this will reduce
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largely the muon induced background, particularly neutrons;

3. the low energy neutron flux is expected to be considerably reduced.

Figure 2.22: Gamma background measurement obtained by a NaI(Tl) detector inside Hall A and

inside LVD inner part [48]

2.4 Geant4 simulation of LVD Core Facility

A Geant4 based simulation was made for studying the reduction factor of neutron back-

ground flux inside LVDCF by using LVD as an active veto (muon-induced neutrons)

and as a passive shielding (muon-induced and radioactivity neutrons).

The simulation geometry is shown in fig.2.24-2.25 and here summarized:

1. The LVD geometry was the real one: so there are 114 modules, each of them

made by 8 counters, placed on 3 towers, 5 columns and and 7 or 8 modules level;

2. the two modules located in the third and the fourth level of the third column of

tower 2 were removed and replaced with a parallelepiped 2 m large, 6 m deep

and 2.5 m high made by air: the LVDCF volume;

3. the 1% Borum doped paraffin layer 10 cm thick covering Hall A floor under LVD

was considered;

4. all the main iron structures were considered;
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5. for the study of muon-induced neutrons the rock surrounding LVD was considered

by a layer ∼ 6 m tick. This layer was removed for the simulation of radioactivity

neutrons because they are isotropic and their possible backscattering on Hall A

walls was already computed in their total flux.

Figure 2.23: Simulation geometry front view

Figure 2.24: Simulation geometry front view (without rock)

In fig. 2.23 the full geometry is shown, while the In fig.2.24-2.25 it is possible to see

in more detail the modules (in blue), the paraffin layer (in gray), the iron structures

(in yellow) and, less evident, the LVDCF (in purple).
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Figure 2.25: Simulation geometry lateral view (without rock)

2.4.1 Muon-Induced Neutrons

For muon-induced neutrons, it has been evaluated both the active vetoing and the

shielding power of LVD by Selvi et al. [48]. In this simulation the primary particle was

a muon with a energy spectrum and angular distribution sampled accordingly to [46],[1].

The aim of this work was to evaluate how many neutrons (and their energy spectrum)

produced by those muons would arrive in the LVDCF in four different conditions:

1. inside LNGS Hall A with LVD switched off (only passive shielding);

2. inside LNGS Hall A with LVD switched on;

3. inside LNGS Hall A without LVD;

4. inside a deeper underground site (Sudbury).

For the first and the second case (which have been studied at the same time by

asking or not asking the “tagged” condition for the neutrons incoming the LVDCF) it

was also stored as output the energy released in each LVD counter for each events: a

counter was considered “hit” during an event if there was an energy release above 10

MeV inside its liquid scintillator. An event (and consequently a neutron) was defined

“tagged” if there were at least two hit counters.

For the other two cases it has been necessary to make simulation runs again: in the

third case the LVD apparatus was completely removed, in the fourth one the the muon
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energy spectrum and angular distribution were modified in agreement to what expected

in the Sudbury underground site [1].

Muons were generated over the experimental Hall with a trajectory selected in order

to hit a circular surface with radius 15 m whose center corresponds to the center of

LVD.

5 · 106 events (corresponding to ∼8 months real time in LNGS Hall A) have been gen-

erated: the results for the four different cases have been collected in Table 2.1.

Φ(10−9 n cm−2 s−1) LVD off LVD on LNGS Hall A Sudbury Hall

Φtotal 0.60 0.022 1.78 0.0337

Φ(E > 1MeV ) 0.30 0.0066 0.30 0.0048

Φ(E > 10MeV ) 0.10 0.0023 0.11 0.0015

Φ(E > 100MeV ) 0.03 0.0005 0.03 0.0004

Table 2.1: Neutron fluxes inside LVDCF [48]

Table 2.1 shows that it is possible reducing by a factor 50 the muon induced neutron

flux by using LVD as muon veto. The same result is not achievable by using LVD just

as a passive shielding because neutrons can be easily produced by muons in the LVD

iron structures and the total flux would result similar to the one obtained in Hall A

without LVD. This can be easily seen in fig.2.26 where it is shown that most of muon

induced neutrons reaching LVDCF are generated inside LVD itself (in particular near

the LVDCF), whereas most of un-vetoed ones are generated inside the rock surrounding

Hall A.

In conclusion, the predicted muon induced neutrons flux inside LVDCF by using

LVD as active veto is similar to the one expected inside the Sudbury underground site

in Canada[48] which is much deeper (6020 m.w.e vs. 3100 m.w.e.).
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Figure 2.26: Position where muon induced neutrons which reached LVDCF were produced: in green

events vetoed by LVD, in black un-vetoed ones [48]

2.4.2 Radioactivity neutrons inside LVD Core Facility

For radioactivity neutrons, only the shielding power of LVD was evaluated because

their energy is too low for being detected by LVD (see sec. 2.2.2). In this simulation

the primary particle was a neutron sampled with isotropic angular distribution and

with an energy spectrum according to [2]. This work was aimed to evaluate the energy

spectrum and the attenuation factor for radioactivity neutrons incoming the LVDCF.

Neutrons launching surface Neutrons were produced homogeneously on a closed

surface, formed by a hemisphere and a circular plane which was located at Hall A

ground level, which was centered in correspondence of the LVD central point. The

radius of the hemisphere and of the circular plane was 18 m long: in this way all

the LVD detector (iron structures included) and the paraffin layer were fully inscribed

inside this surface (see fig.2.27). The total area of neutron launching surface was given

by 3 π r2.
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Figure 2.27: Simulation geometry together with neutrons launching surface, front view

Neutrons momentum Neutrons were generated isotropically incoming the plane

which is tangent to the launching surface: in this way the solid angle covered was 2 π

sterad and the needed CPU time was halved. Neutrons kinetic energy was extracted

between 0.5 and 8.5 MeV according to the computed radioactivity neutron energy

spectrum inside Hall A by [2] and shown in fig.2.28.

Figure 2.28: Neutron flux at the Gran Sasso laboratory, •: Hall A ◦: Hall C [2]
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Neutrons inside LVD Core Facility When a neutron reaches the LVDCF volume,

its kinetic energy was stored in an histogram; also the coordinates x, y, z of starting

point were stored as output.

Results 1·107 neutrons have been generated along the launching surface: among

them, 1,508,659 have been captured inside LVD liquid scintillator and 688,091 inside

LVD iron structures; only 18,615 neutrons (8,489 with kinetic energy above 1 MeV)

reached the LVDCF.

In fig.2.29 the energy spectrum of neutrons incoming LVDCF is shown together with

the energy spectrum of generated neutrons (normalized to the same area).
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Figure 2.29: Kinetic energy spectrum of generated neutrons (in black) and neutrons reaching

LVDCF (in red), the spectra have been normalized to the same area

The ratio between the integral of the two spectra for Ekin >1 MeV gave the atten-

uation factor of LVD to radioactivity neutrons:

Q =

! E2=8.5MeV

E1=1MeV

Φ(Hall A)

Φ(LV D C. F.)
dE = 17.95 ± 0.19(stat.)

Since neutrons were generated only with a direction incoming the launching surface,
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the neutron flux inside LVDCF is expected to be 2 x Q times smaller than inside LNGS

Hall A, i.e. Qeff = 35.9 ±0.4(stat.).

In fig.2.30-2.32-2.31 are drawn the Cartesian projection of the point where neutrons,

which reached LVDCF, have been generated (the central point of LVDCF is placed in

X = 11.582 m, Y = -6.764 m, Z = 0.27 m).
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Figure 2.30: Starting point of neutrons reaching LVDCF, xy (lateral) view
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Figure 2.31: Starting point of neutrons reaching LVDCF, zy (front) view

It is evident that most of neutrons which reached LVDCF has been generated near

a corridor, especially the corridors between the 3 towers and the ones between column

3 and column 2 and 4. This is in agreement with our expectations and confirms that

LVD liquid scintillator is a good neutron moderator.
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Figure 2.32: Starting point of neutrons reaching LVDCF, xz (top) view

2.5 Conclusion

The ultimate background for underground Dark Matter experiments is formed by neu-

trons which are produced by muon interaction and natural radioactivity. It is possible

to obtain a low background location, called LVD Core Facility, by making a cavity

inside LVD apparatus. This location is sized 6 x 2 x 2.5 m3 and it is able to house

a 1 Ton new generation WIMP detector. A Geant4 Monte Carlo code was produced

with good accuracy in order to simulate the fluxes of muon induced and radioactivity

neutrons inside the LVD Core Facility.

Muon induced neutrons The attenuation factor by using LVD as active veto is

∼50 making the expected muon induced neutron flux similar to the one expected in

Sudbury underground site. On the contrary, by using LVD as passive shielding only,

the attenuation factor is negligible and the flux results similar to the one present in
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Hall A outside LVD: in fact, neutrons can be produced by muons crossing LVD iron

structures.

Radioactivity neutrons The attenuation factor for radioactivity neutrons with en-

ergy above 1 MeV is equal to Qeff= 35.9 ±0.4(stat.). Since the radioactivity neutron

flux inside LNGS Hall A was estimated equal to 5.8±1.3 ·10−7 neutrons cm−2 s−1 by

[2], the radioactivity neutron flux inside LVD Core Facility has been estimated

Φn(Ekin >1 MeV) = 1.6±0.4·10−8 neutrons cm−2 s−1.
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Chapter 3

The on-the-ground detector

In this chapter I described the detector used for performing the measurements of

stopping muons and atmospheric neutrons which are reported in chap. 5. The detector

was formed by a Gd-doped LVD counter located in the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran

Sasso (LNGS) Assembly Hall equipped with a muon active veto assembled in Turin at

the INFN technological laboratory. All the realization stages (design, fulfillment, test)

of the veto system are described too.

3.1 The LVD on-the-ground counter

On July 2005, the 1.2 tons white-spirit liquid scintillator of one LVD (Large Volume

Detector, see chap. 2 sec. 2) counter was doped with Gadolinium (Gd) up to 0.1%

fraction mass for studying performance and stability of the Gd doped liquid scintillator

[50]. The counter (called T40) was not part of the LVD detector: it was located as

spare counter in the LNGS the external site Assembly Hall (42o 25’ 11”N, 13o 31’ 2”

E, altitude 970 m a.s.l.).

In fig.3.1 T40 is shown together with the argon cylinder, which has been used for re-

moving air residual from liquid scintillator. The two wooden boxes contain the modules

of the muon telescope, which has been used for energy calibration.

In comparison with a standard LVD counter, the three 15 cm Feu-49B photomul-
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Figure 3.1: T40 test counter

tiplier tubes (pmts) have been substituted by three more efficient 5-inches Photonis

XP3550B pmts in order to increase light collection and energy resolution. XP3550B

dividers were modified in order to collect and amplify the last dynode signal: these

signals have been used for trigger purposes in the measurements described in chap. 5

sec. 5.4-5.7.

Also the DAQ setup changed: the three pmts signals were sampled by a digital oscil-

loscope Tektronix TDS5054B (sampling rate 625 MSample/s, 1.6 ns for sampled bin),

used as digitizer, and the sampled waveforms were analyzed by off-lines techniques (see

chap. 5).

The main reaction inside LVD apparatus in case of a core collapse SuperNova explo-

sion is the Inverse Beta Decay (IBD) on an Hydrogen nucleus followed by the neutron

capture on a nucleus.

νe + p ⇒ e+ + n

↪→ n +A X ⇒A+1 X + γs

The energy of the prompt signal due to the e+ is:

Eprompt ≃ Eνe − (Mn − Mp − Me+) c2 ≃ Eνe − 0.8 MeV.
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while the energy of delayed signal depends on the nucleus which captured the neutron.

The detection of this double pulse gives the signature for IBD interactions.

Usually in LVD standard counters, neutrons are detected through the capture on

protons which produces one gamma of energy 2.23 MeV with a mean delay τ= 195±4

µs after the prompt signal [43]. Since the Gd neutron capture cross section is consider-

ably higher than the Hydrogen one (∼50,000 barn vs. ∼0.3 barn for thermal neutrons),

it is sufficient to dope the LVD liquid scintillator with Gd up to 0.1% fraction mass for

reducing the mean neutron capture time to τ ≃ 25 µs [50]-[52]. Furthermore the total

energy emission following a (n,Gd) capture is ∼8 MeV.

It is evident that the LVD efficiency of disentangling neutron captures from chance

background would be considerably increased by Gd doping the LVD standard liquid

scintillator and, thereby, the efficiency of disentangling IBD events from chance back-

ground would be increased too.

In fig. 3.2 it is shown the observed neutron capture energy spectrum (in red), obtained

by using a 252Cf source placed in T40 central point, together with the subtracted

background (in blue) and the expected spectrum coming from a Geant4 Monte Carlo

simulation (in black) [50].

3.2 The active muon veto

An active muon veto system was designed, constructed and tested at the INFN tech-

nological laboratory in Turin, then transported to the LNGS and assembled around

T40.

3.2.1 Instrumentation recovery

Before starting with veto design, the first very preliminary phase was to get the needed

plastic scintillator slabs, light guides and pmts. Since all of these objects are very
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Figure 3.2: Observed neutron capture energy spectrum (in red) after background subtraction (in

blue), Monte Carlo simulation spectrum (in black) [50]

expensive, we decided to recover them from old detectors.

The plastic scintillator recovery The plastic scintillator and the light guide were

recovered by detectors stored inside “Monte dei Cappuccini” underground laboratory

in Turin: even if the detectors were in very poor condition as shown in fig.3.3, the

plastic scintillator slabs and the light guides were still good enough to be re-used (after

an accurate cleaning up). We globally recovered:

• 10 slabs 3 cm thick, 140 x 70 cm2 large, together with respective light guides;

• 2 slabs 2 cm thick, 120 x 120 cm2 large, together with respective light guides.

The pmts recovery The photomultiplier tubes (pmts) recovered were 2-inches

XP2020 fast pmts: in the ’80s they were used for the Obelix experiment and they

were stored in the INFN technological laboratory in Turin. Their weight has been
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Figure 3.3: A detector retrieved from Monte dei Cappuccini laboratory

reduced by replacing their iron cylindrical shell with an aluminum one. All of them

have been tested to check:

• their sensitivity: by using the light produced by a plastic scintillator 1 mm thick

beamed by a 252Am source and fitting the obtained charge spectrum by a Gaus-

sian function (see fig.3.4);

• gain function: by using the light produced by a led and changing the intensity

of the high voltage power supply (for two random sampled pmts the single photo

electron spectrum was measured too);

• noise: by measuring the dark counting rate for Gain G = 107 with threshold level

equal to 0.2 photo-electrons.

3.2.2 The design

The veto apparatus design had to take into account:

1. T40 size: the smallest parallelepiped circumscribing T40 is 157 cm long, 130 cm

high and 107 cm wide;
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Figure 3.4: Charge spectrum for a XP2020 pmt enlightened by plastic scintillator 1 mm thick

beamed by a 252Am source

2. the number of recovered ptms, ∼40;

3. the size of recovered plastic scintillator slabs because it was very difficult to cut

and glue them.

The best solution was to make nine independent modules, as shown in fig.3.5-3.6,

and here summarized:

• 2 modules 120 x 120 cm2, 2 cm thick, called Top1 and Top2: they have been

partially superimposed for covering T40 upper surface;

• 2 modules 110 cm x 140 cm2, 3 cm thick, called S2 and S4: they have been used

for covering each T40 short lateral side;

• 1 module 156 cm x 104 cm2, 3 cm thick, called Bottom for covering T40 lower

surface;

• 2 modules 100 cm x 140 cm2 called S1 a and S3 a plus 2 modules 70 cm x 140

called S1 b and S3 b cm2, 3 cm thick, for covering the two T40 long lateral

surface.

Each module was equipped by 2, 3 or 4 pmts depending on module size and thick-

ness:
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• S1 b and S3 b by 2 pmts;

• S1 a, S2, S3 a, S4 and Bottom by 3 pmts;

• Top1 and Top2 by 4 pmts.

Therefore, the total number of employed pmts was 27.

Figure 3.5: T40 veto looked upward Figure 3.6: T40 veto looked downward

3.2.3 The assembling phase

All the assembling phases were carried out at the INFN-Technological Laboratory in

Turin.

For assembling veto modules, it was necessary to wash and dry the plastic scintillator

slabs and the light guides. Then, for each module, the light guide has been glued on

the scintillator slab (as shown in fig. 3.7): before this, for the most complex modules,

two different scintillator slabs and/or two different light guides have been pasted in

order to form a unique piece (as shown in fig.3.8-3.9). The used glue was the Bicron

BC600.

Then each module was packaged firstly by a double aluminum-coated mylar film to

increase the light collection and, subsequently, by a polypropylene layer 0.3 mm thick
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to shield it from external light and accidental shocks (as shown in fig.3.10-3.11-3.12).

Finally pmts have been installed: the optical interface between the photocathode of

each pmt and the light guide has been set up by an optical disc ∼1 mm thick composed

by Sylgard 184 elastomer.

Figure 3.7: The gluing phase of a light guide on

a scintillator slab

Figure 3.8: The gluing phase of a pair of scintil-

lator slabs

3.2.4 The selection of single module logic of trigger

After the assembling phase, the next step was to set up the logic of trigger of all the

modules for enabling them to detect muons. In fact, with the exception of Top1 and

Top2 which were in a particular geometrical configuration, all the modules have 2 or 3

pmts and there were two different options for the logic of trigger:

a) discriminating each pmt and asking for a n-fold coincidence;

b) discriminating the sum/average of all pmts signals.

In order to take a decision, the module S3 b was used for test (the modules setup

is described in the next subsection). Muons crossing S3 b in different positions (which
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Figure 3.9: The gluing phase of a two pairs of

light guides
Figure 3.10: A naked module before packaging

Figure 3.11: The same module after mylar pack-

aging
Figure 3.12: The same module at the final state

are shown in fig.3.13) were selected by an hodoscope (formed by a pair of small plastic

scintillator 16 x 22 cm2) and the signals of the two pmts were sampled by a digi-

tal oscilloscope Tektronix TDS3054 in time windows 200 ns long (sampling rate 2.5

GSamples/s). Then the sampled waveforms were analyzed by a ROOT code, here
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Figure 3.13: Module S3 b with map of observed points

briefly summarized:

1. the first 48 ns of each waveform, where no signal was expected to be, were used

to evaluate the baseline and its fluctuation on each channel;

2. the muon signal was searched in the remaining 152 ns and identified by the

coincidence among the two pmts (threshold baseline mean value + 3σ baseline

fluctuation, coincidence time interval 4 ns);

3. the efficiency for option a) and option b) versus threshold value was computed

for each signal.

For all the different collected positions, the normalized sum of the efficiency function

versus threshold value is shown in fig. 3.14 (option a)) and fig. 3.15 (option b)).

The last step consisted on measuring the S3 b counting rates in the two different

configurations at different threshold values: the results are collected in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Observed counting rates in the two configurations as function of threshold
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Figure 3.14: Observed detection efficiency obtained by setting “pmt1 AND pmt2”

Figure 3.15: Observed detection efficiency obtained by summing pmt1 and pmt2

Table 3.1 and fig.3.14-3.15 show that the two configurations of logic of trigger had

similar detection efficiencies for similar counting rates. Since discriminating the signals

of all the pmts was largely more expensive than discriminating the sum/average of

them, the second option has been preferred.

The last task consisted in determining the trigger configuration for the modules

Top1 and Top2, which were only 2 cm thick and partially overlapped. Also in this case

we had to decide between two different options:

a) summing/averaging the signals of Top1 and Top2;

b) dealing with Top1 and Top2 separately as two independent modules.
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In order to take a decision, Top1 and Top2 were placed in their final geometry

and, after that, a measurement of detection efficiency was performed in the same way

previously described. After the worst point among the measured ones was found for

both the considered options, the threshold value was set in order to have the worst

point efficiency ϵ ≥ 98%. Finally, the counting rates has been measured for both the

possible options.

The obtained results are:

• ϵ = 99.8% counting rate = 1500 Hz, for setup a);

• ϵ = 99.8% counting rate = 1430 Hz, for setup b).

The performances for both the options were very close and, like in the previous case,

the cheaper solution has been preferred again, i.e. summing/averaging the signals of

Top1 and Top2.

The final veto trigger configuration is here summarized (see fig.3.16):

• all the pmts signals of each module were collected by a “passive sum” and the

output was discriminated (Top1 and Top2 are dealt as a single module);

• the outputs of the eight discriminators were collected by an “OR” logical pattern

whose output was a logical signal (100 ns width);

• in real data taking this output was acquired in order to discriminate between

vetoed and un-vetoed events (see chap. 5);

• an event was considered “vetoed” if it occurs inside a time window 400 ns wide

centered at the time of occurrence of the veto signal, otherwise “un-vetoed”.

3.2.5 The testing phase

After the assembling phase, each module was tested. First of all, the pmts gains were

equalized by selecting muons crossing the module central point. In order to take into

account the geometric effects due to equalization modality, the peak value was required

to be:
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Figure 3.16: Diagram of the veto trigger

a) in the modules equipped by 3 pmts: ∼200 mV for central pmt and ∼150 mV for

side ones ;

b) in the modules equipped by 2 pmts: ∼170 mV for both the pmts ;

c) in the modules equipped by 4 pmts: ∼120 mV for central pmts and ∼80 mV for

side ones (scintillator slabs are 2 cm instead of 3 cm thick).

The detection efficiency was measured for each module. Threshold values have

been set in order to obtain a detection efficiency greater than 98% for all the measured

positions.

An exception was made for the Bottom module whose scintillator surface was assembled

by three scintillator slabs glued in two different phases: its observed worst point (w.p.)

was ϵ = 97.4%. This value has been considered sufficient because the efficiency observed

in all the remainder positions was largely above 99%;

The modules features and performance are summarized in Table 3.2

Table 3.2: Veto modules features and performance
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3.3 Conclusion

In November 2007 all the veto modules were transported to the LNGS and assembled

around T40, see fig.3.17.

Figure 3.17: T40 during veto assembling phase

In the final geometry the total muon veto counting rate was equal to ∼2500 counts

s−1.
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Chapter 4

Geant4 simulation of the

on-the-ground detector

In this chapter I describe the Geant4 code which was used for simulating the above

ground detector (see chap. 3). In section 4.1 the simulation geometry is reported, while

in section 4.2-4.3 are reported the simulations of vertical muons used for calibration

purpose. The aim of this work was to give a tool for interpreting the experimental data

about stopping muons and atmospheric neutrons as described in chap. 5.

4.1 The apparatus geometry

In the Monte Carlo simulation the apparatus geometry was quite simple and it remained

unchanged for all the studied topics. It included just the T40 detector, the active muon

veto and the muon telescope which was used for calibration purpose (see chap. 5 sec.

5.2): they were placed inside a cubic experimental hall (10 x 10 x 10 m3) filled with air.

The active muon veto In the simulation the active muon veto did not play any role

in particle discrimination and its role was neglected. It was included in the geometry

only to take into account its passive shielding power for atmospheric neutrons. It

was simulated as composed by the 8 scintillator slabs which form all its modules (the
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bottom module was neglected because useless).

The muon telescope In the real case the muon telescope was formed by two small

plastic scintillator slabs contained in two small wooden boxes. Each of them was

monitored by one Photonis XP3462 pmt. In order to simplify the simulation and

remove useless complications, they were simulated as two volumes filled with air: their

dimensions and position were equal to the real ones. No simulation about their working

way was done: if a muon went through one of them it was detected with efficiency equal

to 1. A muon was “selected” if it went through both the volumes of the muon telescope.

The detector It was formed by a stainless steel box filled with a 0.1% Gd-doped

liquid scintillator plus an argon gas layer 4 cm thick, exactly as in the real case. Also

the plexiglas optical windows used as optical interface of the pmts were considered.

Optical properties of the liquid scintillator (attenuation length and light yield) were

extrapolated from LVD standard liquid scintillator (not doped) and from chemical

measurements [50],[43]: the attenuation length was fixed at λ= 9 m and the light yield

equal to 7100 photons MeV−1.

For simplifying the simulation geometry, the mylar layer coating the inner surfaces of

the stainless steel box was neglected and its optical properties were assigned directly to

the stainless steel box. Also the pmts were not included in the simulation and optical

photons were removed for saving CPU time for all the topics not needing them. For

all the cases optical photons were unavoidable, an output file was created and all the

informations about optical photons escaping from T40 through the optical windows

were stored inside it. Thus the simulation of pmts light collection and amplification

was not done during the Geant4 simulation, but during the analysis of the output file.

The simulated geometry of the full apparatus is shown in fig.4.1: in green the Gd

doped liquid scintillator, in blue the argon gas layer, in violet the plexiglas windows,

in red the 2 elements of muon telescope and in black the muon veto modules.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated detector geometry, pictorial front view

4.2 Vertical Muons: the released energy

Every time a measurement on T40 was done, the energy calibration of the detector was

needed. This was obtained by collecting signals due to muons selected by the muon

telescope (as described in chap. 5):

1. the signals were collected and integrated in time;

2. the charge distribution was fitted by the convolution between a Gaussian and a

Landau function;

3. the calibration factor was given by the ratio of the fitted function and Edepsim

which is the energy released by muons.

It is evident that for doing that, it was necessary to know the energy released by

muons selected by the hodoscope.

This simulation is briefly described:

1. 1,000,000 muons equally divided between µ+ and µ− of energy Ekin= 1 GeV have

been generated 10 cm above the detector on a surface 1.5 x 1 m2 large;

2. their zenithal distribution was prportional to cos2 θ and the azimuthal distribu-

tion was isotropic;
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3. ∼ 7, 000 of them passed the muon telescope selection;

4. the energy lost inside the liquid scintillator by selected muons was put in an

histogram which has been fitted by the convolution between a Gaussian and a

Landau function: the peak of this function gave the energy calibration parameter

Edepsim= 160 MeV with a relative uncertainty equal to
σEdepsim
Edepsim

∼ 2%.

For this simulation optical photons were useless and so they have not been used.

4.3 Vertical Muons: the outcoming signal

The simulation of the outcoming charge signal due to muons selected by the hodoscope

was useful for two different reason:

1. to fix Qsim, the charge-energy calibration parameter, and Nphesim, the photoelectrons-

energy calibration parameter;

2. to check the agreement between acquired data and simulated one and fix the

correction parameter K. The paramenter K was needed for compensating all the

approximations made about detector optical properties.

The code used to study the vertical muons spectrum was divided in 2 levels and it

is briefly summarized here:

1) Geant4 MC simulation:

1. ∼2,000 muons equally divided between µ+ and µ− of energy Ekin= 1 GeV

passing through the muon telescope have been generated:

2. they were generated just above the muon telescope upper detector on a

surface 22 x 22 cm2 (i.e. a surface slightly bigger than the hodoscope upper

module);

3. their zenithal distribution went like cos2 θ and the azimuthal distribution

was isotropic;
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4. for each event the number of optical photons arriving to the 3 photocathodes

was stored in an output file;

2) The analysis:

1. for each photon arrived on each pmt a random extraction was made to

simulate the light collection efficiency (set equal to 0.15 for all the optical

photons, i.e. flat light collection efficiency function);

2. the total number of photo-electron for each event was collected in an his-

togram fitted by the convolution of a Gaussian and a Landau function: the

peak of that function divided for Edepsim is the photoelectrons-energy cali-

bration parameter Nphesim (found equal to 5092 phe
160MeV );

3. for each j-th pmt and for each i-th photo-electron produced, a Gaussian

random extraction was made to simulate the pmt gain factor G in order to

obtain Qi,j= · G · Qe (Qe is the electron charge);

4. for each j-th pmt the total charge was given by Qj
tot =

!i Qi,j;

5. the total charge value was given by Qtot =
!j Qj

tot

6. Qtot was multiplied by a parameter K (K ranging 0.8≤K<1, ∆K = 0.002)

and put in an histogram: by minimizing the χ2 value between simulation

and real data (region of interest encompassed between 330 pC and 480 pC),

K was fixed equal to 0.932 (see fig. 4.2) with "χ2 ∼ 1;

7. the corrected Qtot distribution (see fig. 4.3) was fitted by the convolution

of a Gaussian and a Landau function: the peak of that function was the

simulation energy calibration parameter Qsim= 381.9 pC.

It is very important that K was found very close to 1 because this means that all

the assumptions previously made (light yield, pmts light collection, surface reflectivity,

etc. . . ) were quite good. The obtained values of K and of energy calibration have been

used for all the simulations described in chap. 2.

In figure (fig.4.3) the vertical muons charge spectrum coming from simulation (in black)
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of χ2 vs. K value

is shown together with the one (re-normalized) coming from real acquired data: the

large number of high charge events present in acquired data and not present in simu-

lated data is supposed to be due to vertical muons belonging to EAS.
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Figure 4.3: Vertical muons charge spectrum, simulation in black, real data in red
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4.4 The Michel Spectrum

In chap. 5 sec. 5.6 the measurement of stopping muons rate for Eµ > 10MeV is

described. In order to estimate the stopping muon rate, a Monte Carlo simulation of

Michel spectrum was necessary for evaluating the µ-decay detection efficiency due to

the applied energy cuts on delayed signal (10 MeV<Edelayed <60 MeV).

The code was divided in 2 levels and it is briefly summarized here:

1) Geant4 MC simulation:

1. muons equally divided between µ+ and µ− were generated at rest uniformly

distributed inside the T40 liquid scintillator;

2. for each event the arrival time of all the photons to each pmt were stored in

an output file;

2) The analysis:

1. for each photon arrived on each pmt a random extraction were made to

simulate the light collection efficiency (set equal to 0.15 for all the optical

photons, i.e. flat light collection efficiency function);

2. for each i-th photo-electron produced, a Gaussian random extraction was

made to simulate the pmt gain factor G (pmts gain mean value µ=5 105,

pmts resolution for a single photo-electron σ=50.2%) in order to obtain

Qi,j
phe=K · G · Qe (Qe is the electron charge, K the correction parameter

computed in sec. 4.3);

3. for each j-th pmt the charge value Qj
tot was given by

!i Qi,j
phe inside the

integration time gate which, according to the real value, was set to 450 ns

(starting from the arrival time of the first generated photo-electron). The

arrival time acceptance of the first photo-electron was set 480 ns≤ t0 <10µs;

4. in case of photo-electrons generated after the integration time gate, they

were considered part of a second signal: all the signals after the first one

were discarded;
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5. the total charge Qtot was given by
!j Qj

tot corrected by the “single pmt”

correction [43];

6. the energy of each event was finally given by E= Qtot · Edepsim
Qsim

(Edepsim

and Qsim are the calibration factors computed in sec. 4.2-4.3).

About 12,000 muons have been generated: 9,544 of them passed the time selection

and 8,170 the energy cuts. Consequently, the µ-stop detection efficiency due to en-

ergy cuts of delayed signal (10 MeV<Edelayed <60 MeV) has been evaluated equal to

85.5±1.0(stat.)±0.5(syst.)%. The uncertainties have been computed in the same way

used for the real data: the statistical error according to Poissonian fluctuations, the

systematic one according to the calibration uncertainty.

The simulated energy spectrum is reported in fig.4.4 together with the measured one

(after background subtraction and re-normalization to the same numeber of events)

which is described in chap. 5 sec. 5.7.
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Figure 4.4: Muon decay energy spectrum inside T40, simulation in black and real data in red

The "χ2 computed on the difference of the 2 histograms is equal to 1.3. That means

simulated and real data are in good agreement.

Simulated data are considerably less than real one (∼12,000 events vs ∼76,000 events)

because simulation of µ-stop events is noticeably slower than real data acquisition.
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That is due to the presence of optical photons inside the MC code: in fact, Geant4 is

very CPU time expensive in dealing with optical photons.

4.5 Neutron Capture Detection Efficiency

In chap. 5 sec. 5.5 the measurement of atmospheric neutrons flux for Eneutron > 10MeV

is described. In order to obtain the atmospheric neutron absolute flux, it was necessary

to compare real data with simulated ones. The simulation of atmospheric neutron flux

observed in T40 is described in sec. 4.6 but, before simulating that, it was necessary

to evaluate the neutron capture detection efficiency due to the applied energy cuts on

delayed signals (3 MeV<Edelayed <10 MeV).

The simulation was divided in two levels and it is here summarized:

1) Geant4 MC simulation:

1. neutrons with kinetic energy Ekin= 26 meV were generated homogeneously

inside the liquid scintillator of the detector;

2. their direction distribution was isotropic on 4π sterad;

3. for each event the number of photons collected by each pmt and the time

delay of neutron capture were stored in an output file. If the neutron was not

captured or it was outside the liquid scintillator of the detector, a negative

value was assigned;

2) The analysis:

1. for each photon arrived on each pmt a random extraction was made to

simulate the light collection efficiency (set equal to 0.15 for all the optical

photons, i.e. flat light collection efficiency function);

2. for each j-th pmt and for each i-th photo-electron produced, a Gaussian

random extraction was made to simulate the pmt gain factor G in order to
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obtain Qi,j=K · G · Qe (Qe is the electron charge, K the correction parameter

computed in sec. 4.3);

3. for each pmt the total charge was given by Qj
tot =

!i Qi,j;

4. the total charge value was given by Qtot =
!j Qj

tot (no “single pmt” correc-

tion [43] and no “single pmt” threshold were applied);

5. the observed energy was given by E= Qtot · Edepsim
Qsim

(Edepsim and Qsim

are the calibration factors computed in sec. 4.2-4.3).

1 · 105 neutrons have been generated and, among them, 96,570 have been captured

inside liquid scintillator. The simulated neutron captures energy spectrum is shown

in fig. 4.5 together with the experimental one (after re-normalization and background

subtraction) which is described in chap. 5 sec. 5.5.
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Figure 4.5: Energy spectrum of simulated neutronic capture differential for homogenously dis-

tributed thermal neutrons in black, neutron capture candidates after background subtraction in red

The two histograms shown in fig. 4.5 are in good agreement, even if their agree-

ment gets worse for E>8 MeV. Probably this is due to the starting position of simulated

events which have been generated homogeneously inside T40 liquid scintillator whereas

this is not necessarily true for real data. In fact, atmospheric neutrons are essentially

downward moving, therefore it is easy to guess that in the real case the neutron capture
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probability in the T40 upper part is smaller than in the lower one where, for simple

geometrical reasons, light collection efficiency is lower. The peak for Evis <0.2 MeV

was due to detector border effect.

The total number of events with energy encompassed between 3 and 10 MeV is

63,440. Therefore the neutron capture detection efficiency is equal to 65.7±0.3(stat.)%,

as shown in fig.4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated neutronic capture energy spectrum for homogenously distributed thermal

neutrons, normalized integral spectrum

The obtained value of neutron capture detection efficiency (ϵ= 65.7±0.3(stat.)%)

has been used in the simulation of atmospheric neutrons which is described in the fol-

lowing section.

4.6 Atmospheric Neutrons Observed Spectrum

Since the neutron capture detection efficiency was evaluated in the previous section,

the atmospheric neutrons observed spectrum has been simulated. It was necessary to

correct the experimental rate:

1. by taking into account the quenching effect of white-spirit liquid scintillator for
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recoiling protons;

2. by taking into account the trigger efficiency (i.e. the efficiency of neutron capture

detection and the probability for an impinging neutron to be captured within

∆t <95 µs);

3. by scaling the neutron rate to the detector acceptance.

In this case optical photons was not included in the simulation because they would

be useless. In fact Geant4 is not able to take into account the liquid scintillator

quenching effect. As in the previous case, the simulation was divided in two levels and

it is here summarized:

1) Geant4 MC simulation:

1. neutrons were generated homogeneously on a surface 9 x 6 m2 large placed 10

cm above the detector with a kinetic energy sampled in agreement with the

experimental spectrum obtained by Kowatari et al. [54]. (An experimental

energy spectrum was used instead of a theoretical one because a theoretical

spectrum was never calculated for detectors placed on the ground and, as

shown by Goldhagen et al. [7] and described in chap.1 sec.2, the neutron

energy spectra measured by an on the ground detector and by a flying one

are different because soil effects. The spectrum given by Kowatari et al. was

preferred to the one given by Goldhaghen et al. because the first one was

obtained at 1,020 m a.s.l. whereas the latter one at sea level.). The energy

spectrum of simulated neutrons is shown in fig. 4.7;

2. neutrons azimuthal distribution was isotropic while their zenithal distribu-

tion was ∝ cos3 θ in agreement with Moser et al. [55];

3. for each event, the visibile released energy Evis inside the liquid scintillator

was stored in an output file, whereas the released energy due to neutron

capture was discarded. Evis was given by the sum of the energy released by

each particle multiplied for its quenching factor which was given by Table 5.2
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(quenching factor of particles heavier than alphas was considered equal to 0).

The time delay of all the neutron captures occuring inside the detector was

stored too (a single primary neutron can produce many secondary neutrons

after an inelastic scattering on an nucleus according to its kinetic energy).

2) The analysis:

1. for each neutron capture following a primary neutron within a time delay

∆t <95 µs, a random extraction was done for simulating the neutron cap-

ture detection efficiency due to energy cuts (the neutron capture detection

efficiency was estimated equal to 65.7% in the previous section). Events not

followed by any detected neutron capture were discarded;

2. for the remainder events the global light collection was given by the global

number of produced photo-electrons among the three pmts of the detector:

this was given by a Poissonian draw whose mean value was equal to the

product of Evis and Nphesim (Nphesim = 5092 phe
160MeV is the the photoelectrons-

energy calibration parameter computed in sec. 4.3);

3. for each i-th photo-electron produced, a Gaussian random extraction was

made to simulate the pmt gain factor G (pmts gain mean value µ=5 105,

pmts resolution for a single photo-electron σ=50.2%) in order to obtain

Qi,j= K · G · Qe (Qe is the electron charge, K the correction parameter

computed in sec. 4.3);

4. for each event the final energy value was given by E= Qtot · Edepsim
Qsim

.

Among 1 · 107 neutrons which have been generated 17,870 produced a signal of

visible energy above 5 MeV and were followed by at least one detected neutron capture

and they are called “selected neutrons”.

In Fig. 4.8 the simulated time delay distribution of neutron captures together with an

exponential fit whose slope has been found τ = 23.2 ± 0.1 µs, in agreement with real

data one reported in chap. 5 sec. 5.5 and equal to τ = 24.6 ± 1.5 µs.

The visible energy spectrum of “selected neutrons” (normalized to the impinging at-
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Figure 4.7: Initial kinetic energy of simulated neutrons, sampled according to [54]

mospheric neutrons flux Φneutron(E>20 MeV)= 33 neutron s−1 m−2 as reported by

Kowatari et al. [54] and Nakamura et al. [53]) is shown in fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated neutron captures time distribution

The T40 acceptance for Eneutron > 10 MeV was given by the ratio of the number

of generated neutrons of energy above 10 MeV and the number of them which reached

the liquid scintillator multiplied for the area of the launching surface:

Acceptance =
4.163 · 106

1.196 · 106
· 54 m2 = 1.55 m2
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Figure 4.9: Visible energy spectrum of simulated “selected neutrons”
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Chapter 5

Above the ground measurements

In this chapter I report the results of the measurements performed with a Gd-doped

LVD counter located in the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) Assembly

Hall equipped with a muon veto (see chap. 3).

Since the famous Reines and Cowes experiment [49], Gadolinium (Gd) or Cadmium

(Cd) doped detectors have been placed in close proximity to nuclear power plants to

study νe emitted by the nuclear reactions which take place inside the reactor core. The

main problem of these kind of detectors, which cannot be placed deeply underground,

is the cosmic rays background which is huge compared to the number of expected νe

interactions. The number of interaction expected inside a 1 ton water detector placed

50 m away from the reactor core whose thermal power is 1 GW is ∼340 interactions

day−1 (see fig.5.1).

For this reason it is important to know flux and energy spectrum of any background

component. In particular the work was aimed to study the fluxes of stopping muons

and atmospheric neutrons, which are the main background components for a νe surface

detector: these measurements are discussed in section 5.5-5.6.
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Figure 5.1: Interacting νe flux (in black) and νe total flux (in red) for a detector located at 50 m

from reactor core; IBD cross section (in blue)[51]

5.1 Measurement setup

A Tektronix TDS5054B digital oscilloscope was used as digitizer for collecting the sig-

nals coming from the detector and from the veto (8 bits, sampling rate 625 MSample/s,

1.6 ns for sampled bin). For each sampled waveform the pre-trigger region was used

for evaluating the baseline and its fluctuations: baseline + its fluctuations were used to

set threshold value. The DAQ setup slightly changed according to the measurement:

setup a) the waveforms coming out from the three 5-inches XP3550B pmts of the detector

and from the veto were sampled by the digital oscilloscope and analyzed by off-

line techniques (oscilloscope scale changed according to the measurement from 2

to 50 mV/division). Events were found by the 3-fold coincidence (threshold equal

to baseline + 3 σ, ∆t= 16 ns) among the detector pmts. The resulting energy

was obtained by summing the signals of the three pmts (integration gate 450 ns,

total death time 480 ns) and by applying the “single pmt” algorithm [43];

setup b) the signals of the three pmts of the detector were summed, and this sum was sent

to a linear fan out whose outputs were collected by three oscilloscope channels

set at different vertical scales (from 5 to 80 mV/division). The signal from the

veto was collected by the forth oscilloscope channel. The sampled waveforms
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were analyzed by off-line techniques. Events were found by the most precise

oscilloscope scale whose threshold was fixed equal to baseline + 4 σ, ∆t= 16

ns (the threshold exceeding was evaluated by integrating the charge every 10

acquired bins: since the time interval between two bins is 1.6 ns, ∆t= 16 ns).

The energy was evaluated by exploiting the not-saturated oscilloscope channel

with larger sensitivity (integration gate 450 ns, total death time 480 ns).

The DAQ setup a), by allowing to apply the “single pmt” correction of energy over-

estimation occurring when the scintillation light is produced close to one detector pmt

[43], involved a better energy resolution. DAQ setup a) was used for stopping muons

measurement.

The DAQ setup b) involved a broader dynamic energy range but, on the other hand,

a reduced energy resolution. DAQ setup b) was used for veto efficiency check and

atmospheric neutrons flux measurement.

Also the acquisition windows changed according to the measurement performed:

• energy calibration: acquisition windows 800 ns long;

• background spectrum: acquisition windows 100 µs long;

• veto efficiency test: acquisition windows 100 µs long;

• atmospheric neutrons: acquisition windows 100 µs long;

• stopping muons:acquisition windows 20 µs long;

An event was called “vetoed” if it occured inside a time window 400 ns wide centered

at the time of occurrence of the veto signal, otherwise it was “un-vetoed”.

5.2 Energy calibration

Before performing every measurement the T40 was calibrated. Vertically crossing

muons were selected by a muon telescope, consisting on two plastic scintillators (20
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X 20 cm2 the upper one, 36 X 36 cm2 the lower one, see chap. 3 fig. 3.1), each one

monitored by one pmt Photonis XP3462.

The acquisition setup and the data analysis are here summarized:

1. the trigger was done by the coincidence among the 2 modules of the muon tele-

scope (∆t= 200 ns, time width of pmts signal);

2. the trigger started the acquisition window 800 ns long;

3. the signals out-coming from the detector pmts were sampled (according to the

DAQ setup) by the digital oscilloscope (if DAQ setup a), oscilloscope scale equal

to 50 mV/division);

4. the pre-trigger region (200 ns long), where no events were supposed to be, was

used to evaluate the baseline: after this the muon signal was found according to

the used DAQ setup and its charge was measured. If DAQ setup a) was used,

the charge was measured on the three pmts and then summed;

5. after saturated signals rejection, the charge distribution was fitted by the convo-

lution between a Gaussian and a Landau function: the peak of that function was

the energy calibration parameter Qdata;

6. the energy calibration factor was given by the ratio Edepsim
Qdata

. Edepsim corre-

sponds to the modal energy released by muons selected by the muon telescope

and was found by simulation equal to 160 MeV (see chap. 4).

The relative uncertainty was given by:

σCAL

CAL
=

!"
σEdepsim

Edepsim

#2

+

"
σQdata

Qdata

#2

Since
σEdepsim
Edepsim

∼ 2% and
σQdata
Qdata

∼ 1%, the systematic energy uncertainty due to cali-

bration was ∼2.5%.

Since the selected muons crossed the detector in a region close to the detector central

point, there were no difference on energy calibration due to the used DAQ setup.
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5.3 Background spectrum

Background spectrum was measured by acquiring randomly triggered windows 100 µs

long by using the DAQ setup a) (oscilloscope scale equal to 2 mV/division).

230,274 gates have been acquired corresponding to ∼22.1 s real time: the obtained

cumulative integral background spectrum is reported in fig.5.2 together with the vetoed

and the un-vetoed components.
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Figure 5.2: Cumulative integral background spectrum (in black) with vetoed component (in red)

and un-vetoed component (in blue)

Fig.5.2 shows that the rate of vetoed signals with E> 10 MeV is:

R(E > 10MeV ) = 432 ± 5(stat.) ± 1(syst.) counts s−1

This rate was used for normalizing the stopping muons rate as described in sec. 5.6.

Vetoed signals are mainly due to atmospheric muons crossing the detector and the

veto system and, concerning the lower part of the energy spectrum, electromagnetic

component of EAS not necessarly accompanied by muons. From now these signals are

called “muon candidates”, while un-vetoed signals are called “not-muon candidates”.

In order to evaluate the impact of DAQ setup changes on T40 background spec-

trum, the randomly triggered sampled waveforms were re-analyzed.
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For each acquired window, the three pmts waveforms were summed and the resulting

waveform was analyzed. The analysis criteria were the same used for all the measure-

ments performed with DAQ setup b) (see sec. 5.1).

Fig.5.3 shows the obtained integral spectrum together with its vetoed and un-vetoed

components.
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Figure 5.3: Cumulative background spectrum measured by summing T40 pmts

Tab. 5.1 collects the observed not-muon candidates counting rates for the “Single

pmt” case (i.e. DAQ setup a)) and for the “Σpmts” case (i.e. DAQ setup b)).

Threshold “Σpmts” (Hz) “Single pmt” (Hz)

Evis >3 MeV 368±4±20 276±4±11

Evis >5 MeV 216±3±4 183±3±4

Evis >10 MeV 108±2±2 94±2±2

Evis >13 MeV 87±2±2 78±2±1

Evis >15 MeV 76±2±2 69±2±1

Table 5.1: Not-muon candidates rates for “Σpmts” (DAQ setup b)) and “Single pmt” (DAQ setup

a)), statistical and systematic errors are reported too

Table 5.1 shows the not-muon candidates counting rates changed according to the

DAQ setup used for performing the measurement.

In the “Single pmt” analysis (i.e. the DAQ setup a)), during which all the three pmts
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were individually considered, events were found by 3-fold coincidence among the three

pmts to reject spurious signals (i.e. “after-pulse” signals and ptms noise). Also the

“single pmt” algorithm was used to correct energy overestimation due to detector ge-

ometry [43] and that was very useful to reduce background counting rate.

When only the sum of the three pmts was analyzed (i.e. the DAQ setup b)) the “single

pmt” algorithm could not be used anymore and, therefore, the background counting

rate increased, especially in the low energy region.

The not-muon candidates rates for energy above 5 and 13 MeV shown in tab. 5.1

have been used for normalizing the the atmospheric neutrons flux as described in sec.

5.5.

Finally, a further short background measurement was performed by using the DAQ

setup b) in order to check its correct working: 9,900 randomly triggered windows 100

µs long have been collected corresponding to ∼0.94 s real time. The cumulative back-

ground spectra for all the three oscilloscope scales are reported in fig.5.4 (the total

background) and in fig 5.5 (only the not-muon candidates).
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Figure 5.4: Cumulative background spectrum measured in 3 different oscilloscope amplification scale

values

The spectra in fig. 5.4-5.5 show a good agreement between all the different oscil-
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Figure 5.5: Not-muon candidates cumulative spectrum measured in 3 different oscilloscope amplifi-

cation scale values

loscope scales until their saturation but the higher scale for E<4 MeV: this effect was

due probably to the low resolution of the highest oscilloscope scale and it shows why

the energy value considered for each event was the one given by the most precise not-

saturated one. Fig.5.4-5.5 are also in good agreement with the spectra shown in fig.5.3.

Furthermore, tab. 5.1 and fig. 5.2-5.5 show not-muon candidates T40 counting rate

for E>5 MeV was considerably high, it could mean:

1. the veto apparatus was strongly inefficient;

2. there was a large neutral component (i.e. neutrons and/or gammas) in the back-

ground spectrum beyond natural radioactivity that ends for E∼4 MeV.

5.4 Veto Efficiency Check

Since the actual possibility to perform measurement about stopping muons and (es-

pecially) atmospheric neutrons fluxes strictly depended on veto efficiency, the veto

efficiency was performed by measuring the stopping muon rate.

Stopping muons are one of the background components for a detector and partic-

ularly for a surface one beacuse the muon flux is very large (∼ 200 muons m−2s−1
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at sea level). Nevertheless they can be used to calibrate and check the experimental

apparatus beacuse their characteristic signal inside the detector: a first vetoed signal

is followed by a second un-vetoed one due to muon decay at rest (mean life = 2.2 µs,

electron/positron mean energy ∼37 MeV).

The technique used for performing this measurement was to observe a first signal

due to a muon followed by an other one due to the Michel e± which is produced by

muon decay at rest inside the detector. Therefore the delayed signal had to be a not-

muon candidate because its probability to be detected by the surrounding veto was

negligible .

If the veto would have been fully efficient, no muon decay signal was expected to be af-

ter a not-muon candidate prompt signal. Muon decay signals were searched inside two

different sets of data: the first one was collected by triggering on muon candidates, the

second one by triggering on not-muon candidates. For performing this measurement

the DAQ setup b) was used.

The second set of data here described was re-analyzed for performing the measure-

ment of the atmospheric neutrons flux (see sec. 5.5). A more precise measurement of

stopping muons rate is described in sec. 5.6.

The trigger

The trigger was designed for selecting muon candidates and not-muon candidates with

an energy threshold ∼4.5 MeV . The trigger setup is here summarized:

1. the signals of the 8 modules of the veto (NB Top1 and Top2 were dealt as a one

single module, see chap. 3 sec. 3.2) were discriminated and collected in an “OR”

logical pattern (signal 1 );

2. the signals coming out from last dynode of T40 pmts were amplified, discrimi-

nated at a threshold equal to ∼4.5 MeV, and collected in a 3-fold coincidence

(signal 2 ), ∆t= 200 ns;
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3. the trigger was done by the coincidence (∆t= 250 ns) of signal 1 and signal

2 (muon candidates, fig.5.7) or of signal 1 and signal 2 (not-muon candidates,

fig.5.6).

Figure 5.6: Logic diagram of not-muon candidates trigger

Figure 5.7: Logic diagram of muon candidates trigger

Data collection and analysis

The measurement setup is here summarized:

1. the trigger started the acquisition window 100 µs long: the first 2.4 µs (where no

events were supposed to be) were used to evaluate the baseline on each channel,

the last 97.6 µs were used for the research prompt and delayed signals;

2. energy cuts:
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a. prompt signals were required to be muon/not-muon candidates and corre-

sponding to a released energy above 5 MeV;

b. delayed signals were required to be not-muon candidates with a delay re-

spect to the prompt 480 ns ≤ ∆t < 10 µs and with a released energy 15

MeV<E<60 MeV.

The energy cuts on delayed signals were set for rejecting neutron captures from

µ-decay candidate signals. In fact, due to the reduced energy resolution at low energy

of DAQ setup b), neutron captures could occur up to E= 15 MeV. This is important in

both the acquired set of data: for the first one because neutrons can occur together with

muons in EAS (Extensive Air Showers), for the second one (“not-muon candidates”)

because neutrons are expected to be a large component of T40 neutral background (see

sec. 5.5).

Results

In the first set of data, 28,532 muon candidates with energy above 5 MeV have been

acquired, 501 among them was followed by at least one delayed signal (∼15 are the

expected random coincidence). After random coincidence subtraction, the number of

found stopping muons was equal to 1.71% of muon candidates.

In the second set of data, 90,991 not-muon candidates with energy above 5 MeV have

been acquired, 93 of them followed by at least one delayed signal (∼40 are the expected

random coincidence). After random coincidence subtraction, the number of found

stopping muons was equal to 0.056% of not-muon candidates.

The time delay distributions (renormalized to the same number of prompt signals) of

delayed signals following a muon/not-muon candidate are shown in fig. 5.8-5.9. In fig.

5.8 an ”exponential + constant” fit is also drawn.

Therefore the muon contamination in not-muon candidates has been evaluated

equal to 0.056
1.71 ∼3.3%. Since the muon candidates and not-muon candidates count-
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Figure 5.8: Time delay distribution of 15

MeV<E<60 MeV un-vetoed signals after muon-

candidate prompt signal
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Figure 5.9: Time delay distribution of 15

MeV<E<60 MeV un-vetoed signals after not

muon-candidate prompt signal

ing rates for energy above 5 MeV was found equal to 456 and 216 counts s−1 (see fig.

5.3), the veto inefficiency (i.e. the probability for a crossing muon to go undetected by

the veto system) has been evaluated equal to 3.3%·Rnot−muon

Rmuon+3.3%·Rnot−muon
∼1.5%.

Since in the acquired data there was no rejection of after-pulse signals, the obtained

result has to be interpreted as an upper limit. In fact, the time delay distribution for

∆t < 10 µs shown in fig. 5.9 is more similar to an after-pulse signals time distribution

than a muon decay one.

5.5 Atmospheric Neutrons Flux

Atmospheric neutrons are a very important neutral background component for a sur-

face detector. They are very nasty especially for νe surface detectors because they can

mimic the IBD reaction: a first elastic scattering on a proton can be followed by a

neutron capture.

Nothing is possible to do for disentangling the two different interactions but the “pulse-

shape” technique. It allows, by discriminating heavy particles from light ones, to dis-

entangle e+ prompt signals from the proton ones, i.e. IBD reactions from atmospheric

neutrons background.

The efficiency of this technique varies from detector to detector: unfortunately the
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white-spirit scintillator has a very poor discrimination efficiency.

The measurement of atmospheric neutron flux was performed by looking for a dou-

ble un-vetoed signal in a 95 µs gate: the first one due to a recoiling proton, the second

one due to (n Gd) neutron capture. The mean neutron capture time in this detector

was measured equal to 25 ± 1 µs[50].

The atmospheric neutrons flux was measured by re-analyzing the second set of data

used in sec. 5.4, i.e. the waveforms acquired by triggering on not-muon candidates.

The analysis

The analysis cuts are here summarized:

1. prompt signals were required to be not-muon candidates and corresponding to a

released energy above 5 MeV;

2. delayed signals (supposed to be due to neutron captures) were required to be

not-muon candidates, with a delay respect to the prompt 480 ns ≤ ∆t < 95 µs

and with a released energy 3 MeV<E<10 MeV.

Results

90,991 not-muon candidate prompt signals with visible energy above 5 MeV have been

collected and, among them, 8,160 were followed by at least one delayed signal which

are called from now “neutron capture candidates” (the expected chance coincidences

by background measurement shown in sec. 5.3 were ∼2220). Not-muon candidate

prompt signals followed by at least one neutron capture candidates are called from

now “neutron candidates”.

The visible energy spectra of not-muon candidate prompt signals (in black) and neutron

candidates (in red) are drawn in fig. 5.10.

In fig. 5.11 the energy spectrum of neutron capture candidates is reported together
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Figure 5.10: Visible energy spectra of not-muon candidate prompt signals (black line) and neutron

candidates (red line)

with the expected background (coming from background measurement shown in sec.

5.3). In fig. 5.12 the time distribution of neutron capture candidates is shown together

with an ”exponential + constant” fit. The slope of the fitted function has been found

equal to τ= 24.6±1.5 µs in good agreement with the mean capture time for thermal

neutrons given by [50] and [52].
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Figure 5.11: Neutron capture candidates energy spectrum, background in red

After subtracting the chance coincidences and normalizing to the not-muon candi-
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Figure 5.12: Candidates neutron captures time delay distribution

dates counting rate, the observed neutron rate for Evis ≥5 MeV is:

Φneutron(Evis ≥5 MeV)= 14.10±0.25(stat.)±0.59(syst.) neutron s−1.

In fig. 5.13 the visible energy spectrum of neutron candidates (after background sub-

traction and normalization to the not-muon candidates counting rate) is shown.
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Figure 5.13: Neutron candidates visible energy spectrum, subtracted background and normalized

to the not-muon candidates counting rate

In order to obtain the atmospheric neutron absolute flux, it was necessary to correct

the experimental rate:
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1. by taking into account the quenching effect of white-spirit liquid scintillator for

recoiling protons (see Tab. 5.2);

2. by taking into account the trigger efficiency (i.e. the efficiency of neutron capture

detection and the probability for an impinging neutron to be captured);

3. by scaling the neutron rate to the detector acceptance.

A Geant4 MC simulation code, described in chap. 4 sec.4.6, was used for this pur-

pose.

The T40 acceptance has been found equal to 1.55 m2. The visible energy spectrum of

neutron candidates (after background subtraction and acceptance normalization) and

of “selected neutrons” coming out from simulation are shown in fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: “Neutron candidates” visible energy spectrum subtracted background (black line),

simulated “selected neutrons” (red line)

By comparing the integral of the two spectra shown in fig.5.14 for Evis >5 MeV

and for Evis >13 MeV (quenching factor for 10 MeV and 20 MeV protons is ∼2 and

∼1.5., see Tab. 5.2), the neutron flux has been estimated equal to:

Φneutron(E > 10MeV ) = 75 neutron s−1m−2

Φneutron(E > 20MeV ) = 52 neutron s−1m−2
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Since it was not possible to apply the “single pmt” algorithm to the atmospheric

neutrons data, the obtained results were overestimated. In order to correct this overes-

timation, the obtained values were rescaled to the ratio of background counting rates

observed in the two different DAQ setup configurations for Evis > 5 MeV and Evis > 13

MeV (see tab. 5.1 sec. 5.3).

In this way, the final neutron flux has been finally estimated equal to:

Φneutron(E > 10MeV ) = 63 ± 6 neutron s−1m−2

Φneutron(E > 20MeV ) = 47 ± 5 neutron s−1m−2

5.6 Stopping Muons

Muon candidates counting rate for energy above 10 MeV was obtained in sec. 5.3: the

following step was to perform the measurement of stopping muons absolute rate. In

this section the measurement of stopping muons absolute rate inside the detector for

muons with energy above 10 MeV is described.

The DAQ setup a) was used for performing the measurement (oscilloscope scale equal

to 30 mV/division).

The trigger

The trigger was aimed to select muon candidates with energy above ∼4.5 MeV and

was the same used for testing veto efficiency (see sec. 5.4):

1. the signals of the 8 active veto modules were discriminated and the obtained 8

output logic signals were collected by an “OR” logical pattern (signal 1 );

2. the amplified signal coming out from last dynode of each pmt was discriminated

at threshold value corresponding to ∼4.5 MeV. The 3 coming out logic signals

were collected in a 3-fold coincidence (signal 2 ), ∆t= 200 ns;
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3. the trigger was done by the coincidence of signal 1 and signal 2 (see fig.5.7),

∆t= 250 ns.

Since the active muon veto surronded 4π T40 and it was formed by 8 independent

modules, it could seem strange not to use the veto modularity to disentangle µ-stop

candidates from thoroughgoing muons by requiring that only one, among the 6 walls,

to be triggered. The reason why this trigger has not been considered was that it would

have rejected multiple muons belonging to EAS where µ-stop events may occur.

Data collection and analysis

The measurement setup is here summarized:

1. the trigger started the acquisition window 20 µs long: the first 2.4 µs (where no

events were supposed to be) were used to evaluate the baseline on each channel,

the last 17.6 µs were used for the research of prompt and delayed signals;

2. energy cuts:

a. prompt signals were required to be muon candidates and corresponding to

a released energy above 5 MeV;

b. delayed signals were required to be not-muon candidates with a delay re-

spect to the prompt 480 ns ≤ ∆t < 10 µs and with a released energy 10

MeV<E<60 MeV.

Results

229,897 muon candidate prompt signals of energy above 10 MeV have been collected

and, among them, 5,205 were followed by at least one delayed signal (∼200 are the

expected random coincidence) which are called from now “Michel electron candidates”.

Prompt signals followed by at least one Michel electron candidate are called from now

“µ-stop candidates”. In fig. 5.15 the energy spectra of prompt signals (in black) and
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µ-stop candidates (in red) are shown.
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Figure 5.15: Energy spectrum of prompt signals (in black) and µ-stop candidates (in red)

The cumulative energy spectrum of prompt signals is reported in fig. 5.16 together

with the muon candidate component of cumulative background spectrum (the two spec-

tra have been re-normalized at the same value for E= 10MeV). Fig. 5.16 shows that, in

spite of the “hardware” threshold and the different oscilloscope scales used during the

measurements of background spectrum and stopping muons rate, the largest difference

between the two spectra in the energy region 5 MeV< E <30 MeV is equal to 1.5% (for

E<5 MeV there is heavy threshold effect for prompt signals, whereas for E>30 MeV

the background spectrum begins to saturate). Thereby, any significant deformation on

muon candidates energy spectrum due to the trigger selection has been excluded.

In fig. 5.17 the energy spectra of delayed signals with (in black) and without en-

ergy cut (in blue) and the expected background (in red) are shown. By observing the

histograms shown in fig. 5.17 the energy cuts on delayed signals could seem strange.

In fact, by assuming a total Poissonian behaviour of the measured background (see sec.

5.3), in the energy region 3 MeV<E<10 MeV the expected background was consider-

ably lower than the observed flux of delayed signals.
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Figure 5.16: Cumulative prompt signals spectrum (in black), cumulative vetoed background spec-

trum (in red)

The reason why delayed events with energy below 10 MeV were rejected consisted on

the fact that background not-muon candidate energy spectrum for E! 10 MeV is par-

tially due to (n Gd) captures. Neutrons may be present in EAS or produced by muon

itself inside the detector. This will be discussed in more detailed way in the next sec.

5.7.
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Figure 5.17: Energy spectrum of Michel electron candidates (in black), all delayed signals (in black)

and expected background (in red)

In fig. 5.18 the observed time distribution of Michel electron candidates is shown
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together with an ”exponential + constant” fit: the slope of fitted function gave the

muon mean life equal to 2.12 ± 0.07µs.
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Figure 5.18: Selected delayed signals time distribution

After random coincidence subtraction and before further corrections (death time,

energy cuts, electromagnetic contamination in muons spectrum), the observed stop-

ping muons rate for Eµ > 10 MeV is equal to 2.18±0.03%(stat.)±0.01%(syst.) of total

vetoed events, corresponding to 9.43±0.17(stat.)±0.05(syst.) µ-stop s−1.

The efficiency due to energy cuts on Michel electron candidates was found by MC

simulation equal to ϵE=85.5±1.0±0.5% (see chap. 4 sec. 4.4), whereas the efficiency in

the research of Michel electron candidates due to the time selection was defined equal

to

ϵt =

! t2=10µs

t1=480ns

e−t/τ

τ
dt = 78.9%

So the real stopping muon rate for energy above 10 MeV is:

Rate(Eµ > 10MeV ) =
R(Eµ > 10MeV )

ϵE ϵt
= 13.98 ± 0.30 (stat.) ± 0.04 (syst.) events s−1

The considered systematic error was due to energy calibration.
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5.7 Muon mean life and Michel spectrum

In this section the measurement of muon mean life in liquid scintillator is described.

For muon mean life in liquid scintillator and Michel spectrum measurement it was ex-

tremely important to have a very large statistics and, consequently, to maximize the

trigger efficiency in rejecting background. Therefore the DAQ setup a) and the trigger

were slightly changed.

The trigger

The used trigger is here summarized:

1. the signals of all the 8 active veto modules were discriminated;

2. the 8 logic signals were collected by 2 different logic patterns: the first one, signal

1, was an “OR” on the 8 logic signals, the second one, signal 2, was a “majority”

with threshold equal to 2 (i.e. the logic output was “TRUE” only if there was a

coincidence of at least 2 signals);

3. the signals coming out from last dynode of T40 pmts were amplified, discrimi-

nated and collected in a 3-fold coincidence (∆t= 200 ns), signal 3 ;

4. the trigger was done by the 3-fold coincidence (∆t= 250 ns) of signal 1, signal 2

and signal 3 as shown in fig. 5.19

Muon candidates triggering only one module of the veto are called from now “single-

triggering events”.

DAQ setup

The DAQ setup a) was used for performing this measurement (oscilloscope scale equal

to 30 mV/division) but the forth oscilloscope channel was used for collecting the ma-

jority analogical signal instead of veto one. In this way it was possible to select single-

triggering events during the data analysis.
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Figure 5.19: Logic diagram of µ-stop DAQ

The Data collection and analysis

The measurement setup was almost the same used in the previous case. The only

difference was that prompt signals were requested to be single-triggering events and

not only muon candidates.

580,160 single-triggering prompt signals of energy above 10 MeV have been col-

lected and, among them, 76,325 were followed by at least one Michel electron candidate

(∼500 are the expected random coincidence). The large difference between the number

of “single-triggering events” and the number of events followed by a Michel electron

candidate is mainly due to electron/positron contamination of low energy muon can-

didates energy spectrum and, in last resort, to the geometrical inefficiency of the veto,

especially in the Bottom module (see chap. 3 Tab. 3.2).

The energy spectrum of Michel electron candidate is reported in fig. 5.20 together

with the previously measured one (after re-normalization) and the expected background

(which has been subtracted for a better comparison). The !χ2 computed on the differ-

ence of the two spectra has been found equal to 1.35, in agreement with the assumption

there was no distortion effect on the energy spectrum of Michel electron candidates due

to the used trigger.

In fig. 5.21 the delay distribution of Michel electron candidates is reported together

with an ”exponential + constant” fit. The obtained muon mean life value is
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Figure 5.20: Energy spectrum of Michel electron candidates in black with the expected background

in red. Energy spectrum of Michel electron candidates measured in sec. 5.6 is reported in blue
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Figure 5.21: Michel electron candidates time delay distribution

2.125 ± 0.015 µs

in good agreement with the previous one (see sec. 5.6).

Fig. 5.22 shows the low energy region of the delayed signal energy spectrum together

with the expected background. In fig. 5.23 the time distribution of delayed pulses in

the energy window energy 3 MeV<E<10 MeV is reported.

Fig.5.23 shows 2 different regions: the µ-decay exponential region for ∆t < 4 µs

and the background region for ∆t > 4 µs. This last region presents a slight slope

probably due to neutron capture contamination: unfortunately the acquisition window
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Figure 5.23: Low energy delayed signals time dis-

tribution

was not long enough for fitting it with an exponential function with τ ∼25 µs (which is

the mean capture time for thermal neutrons [52] in a LVD counters filled with 0.1% Gd

doped liquid scintillator). This is the reason why this energy region was not considered

during the research of Michel electron candidates.

5.8 Conclusions

By using a detector composed by a LVD counter filled with 1.2 tons of 0.1% Gd doped

white-spirit liquid scintillator and an active muon veto, located in the INFN Gran

Sasso National Laboratory external site (42o 25’ 11” N, 13o 31’ 2” E, altitude 970 m

a.s.l.), the following results have been obtained:

1. the following atmospheric neutrons fluxes:

Φneutron(E > 10MeV ) = 63 ± 6 neutron s−1m−2

Φneutron(E > 20MeV ) = 47 ± 5 neutron s−1m−2

2. the stopping muon rate for energy above 10 MeV:

Rate(Eµ > 10MeV ) = 13.98 ± 0.30 (stat.) ± 0.04 (syst.) events s−1

3. the muon mean life in liquid scintillator:

τ = 2.125 ± 0.015 µs

These results have been presented during the 31st ICRC [56].
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The observed muon mean life in T40 liquid scintillator (CnH2n) is in good agree-

ment with the values reported by Suzuki et al. [57], even if a direct comparison is

not possible to do: in [57] the authors only reported the µ− mean life in several pure

elements. The reported µ− mean life in Carbon is ∼2.02 µs and in Hydrogen is ∼2.20

µs: supposing µ+

µ−= 1 and taking into account the ratio of mass abundance of Hydrogen

and Carbon inside the liquid scintillator (CnH2n), the expected muon mean life value

is 2.12 µs.

The observed atmospheric neutron flux values are ∼ 40% larger than the results

obtained at a similar altitude in Japan (35o 22’ N, 138o 43’ E, altitude 1020 m a.s.l.) re-

ported by Kowatari et al. [54] and Nakamura et al. [53]. The explanation of this broad

difference consists on the different geo-magnetic latitude, the different period in the so-

lar activity cycle and in the different technique used for performing this measurement.

Kowatari et al. performed their measurement on September 2002 [54] during solar

maximum activity in Japan by using a “Bonner multi-sphere neutron spectrometer”,

while the present measurement was performed in Italy by using a liquid scintillator

detector on November 2008 i.e. during solar minimum activity. A Bonner multi-sphere

neutron spectrometer consists on several Bonner spheres shielded by different layers of

a moderator material (polyethylene in this case) which are able to detect neutrons but

not to give any estimation of their energy: the cosmic-ray neutron energy spectrum

is obtained by unfolding the measured counting rates by using an appropriate code

(SAND II [58] in this case) and an initial guess spectrum [54].

The present measurement was aimed to observe the energy of protons scattered by

a neutron which was subsequently captured. Therefore the present measurement was

almost calorimetric and it did not need any “a priori” guess spectrum.

Up to now there are no other calorimetric measurement of atmospheric neutrons besides

the present one.
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Kin. Energy (MeV) protons alphas deuterons tritium

1.0 0.230 0.020 0.150 0.1100

2.0 0.310 0.040 0.220 0.1800

4.0 0.390 0.080 0.270 0.2300

6.0 0.450 0.100 0.320 0.2600

8.0 0.500 0.120 0.350 0.2900

10.0 0.534 0.140 0.380 0.3100

12.0 0.565 0.155 0.412 0.3330

16.0 0.625 0.180 0.466 0.3600

20.0 0.664 0.202 0.520 0.3900

28.0 0.750 0.248 0.592 0.4400

30.0 0.764 0.260 0.620 0.4500

40.0 0.850 0.314 0.710 0.5100

58.0 0.950 0.386 0.810 0.6000

70.0 0.980 0.435 0.870 0.6500

90.0 1.000 0.515 0.930 0.7400

100.0 1.000 0.550 0.944 0.7800

140.0 1.000 0.670 0.980 0.8750

160.0 1.000 0.720 0.994 0.9200

200.0 1.000 0.800 1.000 0.9700

220.0 1.000 0.835 1.000 0.9800

240.0 1.000 0.865 1.000 0.9900

260.0 1.000 0.890 1.000 0.9930

280.0 1.000 0.910 1.000 0.9965

300.0 1.000 0.925 1.000 1.0000

320.0 1.000 0.944 1.000 1.0000

350.0 1.000 0.965 1.000 1.0000

400.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0000

Table 5.2: Quenching factor for protons, deuterons, tritiums, alphas in white-spirit liquid scintillator
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